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Preface 
Mathematics is a principal element of our current technology and this glorified 
technology is strongly based on mathematics. The theory of variational inequality 
is a powerful and graceful tool of the current mathematical techniques and have 
become a exquisite fountain of inspiration for scientist and engineers. In these 
last five decades the theory of variational inequalities, is being developed very 
fast, having as models arising in various branches of mathematical, physical and 
engineering sciences and optimizations. The important developments were the for-
mulations that variational inequality can be used to study the problems of fluid 
flow through porous media [10], contact problems in elasticity [59], transportation 
problems [11,47] and economics equiUbrium [29]. Ideas explaining these formula-
tions led to the developments of new and powerful techniques to solve a wide class 
of hnear and nonlinear problems. 
The main objective of this work to study the existence results of various kinds 
of vector variational inequalities. This dissertation comprises of four chapters. 
Each chapter is subdivided into various sections. 
Chapter 1 , is a prehminary one which deals with brief introduction of vari-
ational inequality, vector variational inequality, system of variational inequalities 
besides some basic definitions and key results from functional analysis. 
In Chapter 2, we have studied vector variational inequality under certain 
conditions. Some existence results of Hartmann and Stampacchia theorem under 
the hypothesis of convexity and without convexity, are studied. By utilizing the 
Fan lemma, we study existence results of a vector variational inequality prob-
lem involving weakly C-pseudomonotone mappings extend corresponding results 
involving monotone mappings. In last section, a more general form of vector vari-
ational inequahty and its solution have been presented. 
ni 
In Chapter 3, we have discussed a generalized vector variational inequality 
problem which extends and unifies vector variational inequalities as well as classi-
cal variational inequalities in the literature. Section 3.3 deals with fuzzy extension 
of a existence result of generalized vector variational inequality. In section 3.4, 
we discuss relationships among weak and strong vector variational inequality and 
talked over a brief account of the existence results for mentioned problems by 
scalarization method. Further, in sections 3.5 and 3.6, we study the dual form of 
vector variational inequality and generalized vector variational inequality, respec-
tively. 
Chapter 4 of the dissertation is based on system of variational inequalities. 
Section 4.2 contains a system of generalized vector variational inequalities and ex-
istence results to the system are discussed. In section 4.3, we discuss about the 
system of generalized vector variational-like inequalities in Banach spaces. The 
last section deals with the system of generalized vector quasi-variational-like in-
equalities and existence results of its solution is discussed. 
The dissertation ends with a comprehensive bibliography of books, research 
papers which have been consulted and referred to in this discourse. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
Variational inequality theory was introduced by Hartmann and Stampacchia 
in early sixties as a tool for the study of partial differential equations with applica-
tions principally drawn from mechanics. The theory of variational inequality rep-
resents, in fact, a very natural generalization of the theory of boundary value prob-
lems and allows us to consider new problems arising from many fields of applied 
mathematics, such as mechanics, physics, the theory of convex programming and 
theory of control. Variational inequality theory is a powerful unifying methodology 
for the study of equilibrium problems. To-date problems which have been formu-
lated and studied as variational inequality problems include traffic network equilib-
rium problems, financial equilibrium problems, spatial price equilibrium problems, 
oceanography, optimization, knowledge network problems as well as environmental 
network problems and many more, see [7-9,22,24,28,30,31,36,45,48,75,80,81]. 
A useful and important generalization of variational inequality is vector vari-
ational inequality which was introduced and studied by Giannessi [28,44,45] in 
1980 in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. Since then, Chen et al. [16,20], 
Craven [17,18], Cheng [19], Lee et al. [63-68], Siddiqi et al. [85], Yang [88,90,91] 
and many others have intensively studied vector variational inequalities in abstract 
spaces. Later, in a general setting, Chen and Yang [16] have derived an equiv-
alence between the vector variational inequality problem and the vector equilib-
rium problem, an equivalence between the vector variational inequality problem 
and the vector complementarity problem and proved the existence of the solutions 
for vector variational inequalities. Through the last thirty years of development, 
existence results of solutions for several kinds of vector variational inequalities 
have been derived and the vector variational inequahty problem has found many 
of its applications in vector optimization, set-valued optimization, approximate 
analysis of vector optimizations problems and vector network equilibrium prob-
lems. Because of these applications, the study of vector variational inequalities 
has attracted wide attention. 
In section 1.2, we deal with brief introduction of variational inequalities and 
their generalizations. In section 1.3, we present some definitions and results which 
are necessary for presentation of results in the rest of the chapters. Finally, section 
1.4 comprises with concise introduction of vector variational inequalities and its 
generalizations. 
1.2. Variational Inequality 
Many problem of elasticity and fluid mechanics can be expressed in terms of 
an unknown u, representing the displacement of a mechanical system, satisfying 
a{u,v -u)> F{v-u), for all i'G A", (1-2.1) 
where K is a convex subset of a Hilbert space H, a(-, •) is a bihnear form and 
F is a bounded hnear functional on H. The relations of the type (1.2.1) are called 
variational inequalities. 
If the bihnear form a(-, •) is continuous, then by Riesz-representation theorem 
[83], we haye 
a{u, v) = {Au, v), for aU u,v e H, 
where A is a continuous linear mapping on H. 
Then, the inequality (1.2.1) is equivalent to find u E K such that 
{Au,v-u)>{F,v- u), for all v e K. (1.2.2) 
If the mappings A and F are nonlinear, then the variational inequality (1.2.2) 
is known as strongly nonlinear variational inequality problem. 
If F = 0, then (1.2.2) is equivalent to find u e K such that 
{Au,v-u)>0, iorallveK. (1.2.3) 
The variational inequaUty problem of the type (1.2.3) was introduced and 
studied by Fichera [43] in 1964. Lions and Stampacchia [71] proved the existence 
of unique solution of (1.2.3) using essentially the projection techniques. 
In last five decades, variational inequalities have been generalized and ex-
tended in various directions. Variational-like inequality is one of its generalized 
form which was introduced and studied by Parido, Sahoo and Kumar [79]. 
Let K he a closed convex set in K". Given two continuous mappings F : 
K —> E" and r) : K x K —> M", then the variational-like inequality problem is 
to find u e K such that 
{F{u), r]{u, v)) > 0, for all v e K. (1.2.4) 
IiT){u,v) —v — u, then the variational-like inequality problem (1.2.4) is equiv-
alent to the variational inequality problem (1.2.3). 
1.3. Some basic concepts and results 
In this section, we talk about some basic notations, definitions and results 
which will be used in the successive chapters. 
Throughout this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, X and Y denotes the 
real Banach spaces with its dual spaces X* and Y*, whose norms are denoted by 
II • llx and II • ||y, respectively. Let K C X he a non-empty closed and convex set. 
Definition 1.3.1. Let C be a nonempty subset of a real hnear space X. Then, 
C is a cone ii x e C implies Ax G C, for all A > 0. 
Remark 1.3.1. Let us note that Ox, the zero element in the space X, belongs to 
C as A = 0. 
Definition 1.3.2. A cone C is called pointed ii x e C and —xeC imply x = Ox-
Example 1.3.1. The set 
E:;_ = {a: = (2;i,--- ,x„) € M" : Xi > 0, Vz = !,••• ,n} 
is a pointed cone. 
Theorem 1.3.1. A cone C in a real linear space X is convex if and only if, for 
all x,y e C, X + y e C. 
Definition 1.3.3. A Banach space is called smooth if for every x j^ 0, there is a 
unique x* E X* such that 
||a:*|| = 1 and {x*,x) = ||3;||. 
Definition 1.3.4. Let W : X —> 2^ be a set-valued mapping. The graph of W 
is denoted hy Q{W), is 
g{W) = {{x, y)eXxY:xeX,ye Wix)}. 
Definition 1.3.5. A set-valued mapping F : X —>• 2^ is said to have open lower 
sections if the set F~^{y) = {x E X : y E F{x)} is open in X for every y EY. 
Definition 1.3.6. Let F : K —> 2^ be a set-valued mapping. Then, F is called 
(i) upper semicontinuous aX XQ E K if, for any open neighborhood G inV with 
F{XQ) C G, there exists an open neighborhood 0{XQ) of XQ in K such that, 
for all X E 0{XQ), F{X) C G\ and upper semicontinuous on K if it is upper 
semicontinuous at every point of K; 
(ii) lower semicontinuous sX XQ E K if, for any open neighborhood G in F with 
G n F{XQ) 7^  0, there exists an open neighborhood 0{XQ) of XQ in K such 
that, for all x G 0(xo), G fl F{x) ^ 0; and lower semicontinuous on K if it 
is lower semicontinuous at every point of K\ 
(iii) continuous aXxQ ^ K if it is upper semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous 
at XQ € K\ and continuous on K if it is continuous at every point of K. 
Definition 1.3.7. A mapping / : K —> Y is said to be hemicontinuous if for, 
any fixed x,y £ K, the mapping 11-)- f{x + t{y — x)) is continuous at 0"^ . 
Remark 1.3.2. The continuity of / imphes hemicontinuity, but the converse is 
not true in general. 
Definition 1.3.8. Let T : K —> L{X,Y) be a mapping, where L{X,Y) be 
the space of all continuous linear mappings from X to Y. Then, T is said to be 
pseudomonotone if, for any x,y E K 
{T{x), y-x)>0 implies (T(y), y-x)>0. 
Definition 1.3.9. LetT : K —> L{X, Y) and TJ : KxK —> X be two mappings. 
Then, T is said to be r}-pseudomonotone if for, any x,y E K 
{T{x),r]{y,x)) > 0 implies {T{y),r]{y,x)) > 0. 
Remark 1.3.3. If r]{y,x) — y — x, then 7/-pseudomonotonicity of T reduces to 
pseudomonotonicity of T. 
Definition 1.3.10. Let T : X —> X be a mapping. Then, T is said to be 
(i) monotone, if 
{T{u) - T(v),u -v)>0, for all u,v e X; 
(ii) strictly monotone, if T is monotone and 
{T{u)-T{v),u-v) =0 
if and only if w = u; 
(iii) strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a > 0, such that 
(T(M) - T{v),u-v)> a\\u - vf, for all u,v e X\ 
(iv) Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant P > 0, such that 
{T{u)-T{v),u-v) <l3\\u-v\\, for all w, t; G X 
Definition 1.3.11. A set-valued mapping M : X —> 2^ is said to be 
(i) monotone, if 
{u-v,x-y)>0, Vx, y G dom(M), u G M{x), v e M{y); 
(ii) strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{u-v,x - y) > a\\x - y||^, Vx,y £ dom{M),u G M{x),v G M{y). 
Definition 1.3.12. Let T : X —> L(X, Y) be a mapping and C a closed, pointed 
and convex cone of Y such that intC ^ 0. Then T is said to be 
(i) C-monotone if, for any x,y E X 
{T{x)^T{y),x-y)eC; 
(ii) C-pseudomonotone if, for any x,y £ X 
{T{y),y-x)i-intC 
implies that 
{T{x),y-x) i -intC; 
(iii) hemicontinuous if, for any x,y,z G X, the mapping t y-^ {T{x + ty),z) is 
continuous at O"*". 
Definition 1.3.13. Let T : X —> 2^^^'^) be a set-valued mapping, where 2^^^'^^ 
be the power set of L{X, Y) and C a closed, pointed and convex cone of Y such 
that intC ^ 0. Then T is said to be 
(i) C-monotone if, for any x,y e X, s e T{x) and t G T{y), 
{s-t,x-y) eC; 
(ii) C-pseudomonotone if, for any x,y E X, there exists s e T{x) such that 
(s, y — x) ^ —intC 
implies that there exists t G T{y) such that 
(t, y — x) ^ —intC; 
(iii) hemicontinuous if, for any x,y E X, Q > 0 and ia G 2 (^2; + «?/), there exists 
to e T'(x) such that for any z e X, {ta, z) -> (to, 2) as a -> 0+. 
ReniEirk 1.3.4. Definition 1.3.13 is the generahzation of Definition 1.3.12. 
Lemma 1.3.1 (Minty's Lemma) [23]. Let X he a reflexive Banach space, K a 
nonempty closed convex subset of X and X*, the dual of X. Let T : K —> X* be 
a monotone and hemicontinuous mapping. Then the followings are equivalent: 
(I) there exists XQ E K such that 
{T{XQ),X-XQ) > 0 , WxeK; 
(II) there exists XQ G K such that 
{T{x),x-Xo) > 0 , yxeK; 
Theorem 1.3.2 (Riesz-representation Theorem) [83]. If f is a bounded 
linear functional on a Hilbert space X, then there exists a unique vector v & X 
such that 
f{u) = {u,v), WeX and | |/ | | = ||^;||. 
Definition 1.3.14. A mapping g : X —)• M is said to be convex, if 
g{tu + {l-t)v)<tg{u) + {l-t)g{v) 
holds for all t E (0,1) and u,v E X. 
Definition 1.3.15. The convex hull of a set of points 5 in n dimensions is the 
intersection of all convex sets containing S. For A'' points {pi,P2,-" ,PN}, the 
convex hull Co is given by the expression 
N N 
^0= {^2 ^^'Pi • -^ j ^ 0 for all j and V" A^  = 11. 
Definition 1.3,16. Let i^ be a nonempty convex subset of a real Banach space 
X. A set-valued mapping P : K —> 2^ is said to be KKM mapping if, for every 
finite subset {xi,X2, • • • , Xn\ of K, 
n 
Co{Xi,X2,--- ,Xn} C \JP{Xi), 
i=l 
where Co denotes the convex hull of {xi,xi,- • • ,Xn). 
Theorem 1.3.3 (KKM-Fgin Theorem) [38]. Let K he a nonempty convex 
subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space X and P : K —>• 2^ be a KKM 
mapping such that P{x) is closed for all x E X, and P{x) is compact for at least 
one x E X. Then 
xex 
Definition 1.3.17. Let K he o. convex subset of a Banach space X and Y a 
Banach space with a convex cone C subset intC ^ 0 and C ^Y, and / : X —> Y 
a mapping. Then / is said to be C-convex if, for any x,y E X and A E [0,1], we 
have 
f{Xx + (1 - X)y) E Xf{x) + (1 - A)/(y) - C. 
Definition 1.3.18. A mapping T : K —> L{X,Y) is said to be properly quasi-
monotone of Stampacchia type if, for all m E N, for all vectors fi, • • • ,Vm E K 
m m 
and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2, • • • , m with ^ Aj = 1 and u = Yl -^j^i' 
1=1 i=l 
{T{u),Vi - w) > 0 holds for some i. 
8 
T is said to be properly quasimonotone of Minty type if, for all m e iV, for 
m 
all vectors Vi,- • • ,Vm ^ K and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2, • • • , m with ^ Aj = 1 and 
i = l 
m 
1=1 
{T{vi), Vi — u)>0 holds for some z. 
Definition 1.3.19. Let T : K —> L{X,Y) and TJ : K x K —>• be two mappings. 
Then, T is said to be properly T]-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type if, for all 
m ^ N, for all vectors Vi,- • • ,Vm e K and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1, 2, • • • , m with 
m m 
X; Aj = 1 and u = Y, ^ i'^i^ 
{T{u),ri{vi,u)) > 0 holds for some i. 
T is said to be properly T]-quasimonotone of Minty type if, for all m G N, for 
all vectors fi, • • • , w^ G A' and scalars Aj > 0, i = 1,2, • • • , m with ^ Aj = 1 and 
i = l 
m 
1=1 
{T{vi),ri{u,Vi)) < 0 holds for some i. 
Remeirk 1.3.5. If Ti{y,x) = y — x, then Definition 1.3.19 reduces to Definition 
1.3.18. 
1.4. Vector Variational Inequality 
Vector variational inequality problem is important generalization of varia-
tional inequality problem. Vector variational inequality has been shown to be a 
useful tool in vector optimization. Certain applications of vector variational in-
equalities in vector optimization problems can be found in [16,17,19,44,89]. 
Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces. Let A' C X be a nonempty closed 
convex subset mX.T : K —> L{X, Y) a mapping, where L{X, Y) is the space of 
all hnear continuous mappings from X to Y. Let {C{x) : x e K} he the family 
of closed convex pointed cone in Y with intCi^x^ ^ 0, for every x G K, where 
intC{x) is the interior of the set C{x). Then, the problem of finding XQ e K such 
that 
{T(XQ), X-XQ) ^ -intC{xo), for all x e K, (1-4.1) 
is called vector variational inequality problem which was introduced by Gian-
nessi [46]. Here {T{x), y) denotes the evaluation of the hnear mapping T{x) at y. 
Hence {T{x),y) eY. 
The problem (1.4.1) is the generahzation of the classical scalar variational 
inequality problem. When F = R, X = W,L{X,Y) = X*,C{x) = E+;Va: G K, 
then problem (1.4.1) collapses to the following variational inequality, 
Find X £ K such that 
{Tix),y~x)>0;\/yeK, (1.4.2) 
where T : K —> X* is a given function. 
Let K C X he a nonempty convex subset. Let T : K —> 2^^^'^^ and 
G : K —> 2^ be two set-valued mappings. Then, the problem is to find x ^ K 
such that X £ G{x) and 
for all y € G(x), 3 x G T{x) : (x, rj{y, x)) i -intC{x). (1.4.3) 
Problem (1.4.3) is known as generahzed vector quasi-variational-like inequal-
ity problem which was introduced and studied by Ding [32]. 
In recent past, system of variational inequalities are used as tools to solve 
various equilibrium problems e.g., Nash equilibrium problem, general equilibrium 
programming problem, problems from operations research, economics, game the-
ory and other areas, see for example [6,14,21,33,34,62,67,82,85] and references 
therein. 
Let X and E be two real reflexive Banach spaces, Y and F two real Ba-
nach spaces, A (Z X and B C E he two nonempty, bounded, closed and convex 
sets,C C Y and P d F two pointed, closed and convex cone with intC ^ 0 and 
10 
intP ^ 0 . Let r : A X B —> L{X,Y),S : A x B —^ L{E,F),g : A - ^ X and 
h : B —> E be the four mappings. Note that, a >c b mean a - b e C. Consider 
the following problems: 
Find {a*,b*) EAX B such that 
{T{a*,b*),a-g{a*))>cO, Va e A, 
{S{a*,b*),b-h{b*))>pO, V 6 e S , ;i.4.4) 
and find {a*,b*) e Ax B such that 
{T{a,b*),a*-g{a))<cO, Va G A, 
{S{a\b),b*-h{b))<pO, \/beB. :i.4.5) 
Problems (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) are the systems of vector variational inequalities 
which were introduced and studied by Fang et al. [40]. For more details of vector 
variational inequality, we refer to [41,42,46,51,61,68,90,91] and references therein. 
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CHAPTER 2 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we discuss about various version of vector variational in-
equaUty problem and their existence results. Vector variational inequality is the 
generalization of scalar variational inequality to the vector case by virtue of multi-
criterion consideration. 
In section 2.2, we study the vector variational inequality with existence re-
sults for solution under convexity assumptions and without convexity assumptions 
which was considered and studied by Chen [15]. 
Section 2.3 concludes vector variational inequality using the concept of weakly 
C-pseudomonotone mapping and existence results for vector variational inequality 
problem by employing the Fan Lemma, introduced by Yu and Yao [95]. 
Finally, in section 2.4, we study a general form of a vector variational inequal-
ity introduced and studied by Siddiqi et al [85] and the existence of its solution 
with and without convexity assumptions are shown. 
2.2. Solution of a Vector Variational Inequality: An exten-
sion of Hartmann-Stampacchia Theorem 
In this section, we study the extension of the Hartmann-Stampacchia theorem 
which ensure the existence of solution of a vector variational inequality problem 
(1.4.1). 
An ordered Banach space is a pair (Y, C), where F is a real Banach space and 
C is a pointed convex cone with the hnear order induced by C. The partial order 
< on y induced by C is defined by 
X <y ^y - X QC, VX, y e C. 
The weak order ^ on ordered Banach space {Y, C) with intC 7^  0 is defined 
as 
x^y^y-x^ intC, Va;, y eV. 
The following notation will be used throughout this chapter: 
c - = n c{x). 
xeK 
It is well known that the linearization lemma plays an important role in the 
field of variational inequalities. The following lemma is the extension of the lin-
earization lemma in vector case. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let {Y,C) be an ordered topological vector space with a closed, 
convex and pointed cone C with intC ^ 0. Then Vy, z e Y; we have 
( i) y — z e iniC and y ^ intC imply z ^ iniC\ 
(ii) y ~ z e C and y ^ intC imply z ^ intC; 
(iii) y - z e -into and y ^ -intC imply z ^ -intC; 
(iv) y - z e -C and y ^ -intC imply z ^ -intC. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let T : X —> L{X,Y) be a C^-monotone and hemicontinuous 
mapping on X. Then the following problems (I) and (II) are equivalent for any 
convex subset K va. X: 
(I) x^K, {T{x),y -x)i -int C(x); 
(") xeK, {T{y),y-x)i-int C{x). 
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Proof. Since T is C_-monotone; we have 
{T{y)-T{x),y-x)eC-<ZC{x), Wy e K. 
Let a; be a solution of (I). For the ordered Banach space {Y,C(x)) with a fixed 
X e K,we have, by (iv) of Lemma 2.2.1, 
(Tiy), y-x)i -int C{x), Vy e K. 
Now, suppose that (II) holds. Then, My ^ K and VA G (0,1), by the convexity of 
A', we have 
{T{\y + (1 - A)x), Ay + (1 - \)x - x) i -int C{x). 
Dividing by A; we have 
{T{x + X{y - x)), y - x) ^ -int C{x), 
and hence 
{T{x + X{y - x)), y-x)G W{x) := F \ {-int C{x)) 
Thus, (I) is derived by the hemicontinuity of T and the closedness of W{x) for a 
fixed X e K as X ^Q. • 
We have the following existence results for problem (1.4.1). 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, Y be a Banach space. Let 
K C X be a nonempty, bounded, closed, convex subset in X. Let C : K —> 2^ 
be a set-valued mapping such that, for every x £ K, C{x) is a closed, pointed 
and convex cone with intC{x) ^ 0; and let C_ = fj C{x) with intC- j^ 0. Let 
xeK 
the set-valued mapping W{x) := Y \ {~intC{x)} be upper semicontinuous on K. 
Then, the vector variational inequality problem (1.4.1) is solvable. 
Proof Let Fi : K —)• 2^ be defined by 
F,{y) = {xeK: {T{x),y- x) i -intC{x)]- y e K. 
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We first prove that Fi is KKM mapping on K. 
n 
Suppose that {xi, • • • , x„} C AT, ^ ai = 1, a^  > 0, i = 1, • • • , n, 
n n 
x = ^OiiXi ^ \jFi{xi). 
i=l 1=1 
Then, 
{T{x),Xi - x) e -intC{x); Vz = 1, • • • , n. 
Thus, 
n n 
i = l i= l 
and hence 
(r(x),a;) G {T{x),x) - intC{x), 
which is absurd. 
Thus, we deduce that 
n 
Co{xi,--- ,Xn} C | jFi(a; i ) , 
i= l 
so that Fi is a KKM mapping on K. 
Let 
F2{y) = {xeK: {T{y),y - x) ^ -mtC{x)}- y G K. 
We have Fi{y) C -^ 2(2/); for every y E K. Indeed, let x G Fi{y), so that 
{T{x),y-x)i -intC{x). 
By the C_-monotonicity of T, 
(T(y) ,y-a;) - ( r (x ) ,2 / -x ) G C_ C C(x). 
Since C(x) is a convex cone with iniC[x) ^ 0, by (iv) of Lemma 2.2.1, we find 
that 
{T{y),y-x)i-iniC{x), 
i.e., X G F2{y). Thus, F2 is also a KKM mapping on K. 
By Lemma 2.2.2, we see that 
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Besides, Vy G K,F2{y) is closed, since T{y) G L{X,Y) is continuous and W{x) is 
upper semicontinuous. 
We now equip X with the weak topology. Thus, K is weakly compact, since it 
is a closed,bounded and convex subset of the reflexive Banach space X. Since 
F2{y) C K and because of the closedness of F2{y),F2{y) turns out to be weakly 
compact. By KKM-Fan theorem, we find that 
f] F,(y) = f] F2(y) ^ 0. 
yeK yeK 
Hence, there exists XQ E: K such that 
{T{xo),x — XQ) ^ —mC(xo), Vx G K. 
Let Y = R,C{x) = R+yx G K, then we have the following existence result 
for the variational inequality problem (1.4.2). 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, let K be a nonempty, bounded 
and closed convex subset in X and T : K —> X* be monotone and hemicontinuous 
on K. Then, the variational inequality problem (1.4.2) is solvable. 
Obviously, the hemicontinuity of T in Theorem 2.2.1 is equivalent to the con-
tinuity for each one-dimensional flat F C X. Thus, the theorem is essentially 
the Hartmann-Stampacchia theorem [49] and the Dugundzi-Granas theorem [35], 
which is a fairly general form of the Hartmann-Stampacchia theorem. 
Further, we study an existence theorem for a special case of the problem 
(1.4.1) by replacing the convexity assumption by merely topological conditions. 
The following definitions can be found in [10]. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let X be a topological space; and let {TA] be a given family 
of nonempty and contractible subsets of X, indexed by finite subsets of X. 
(i) A pair (X, {TA}) is said to be a H-space iff A C B implies TA C TB-
(ii) A subset D C X is called H-convex iff T^ C D holds for every finite subset 
A CD. 
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(iii) A subset D C X is called weakly H-convex \f[ TAH D is nonempty and 
contractible for every finite subset Ac D. This is equivalent to saying that 
the pair {D, {TA H D}) is an i/-space. 
(iv) A subset K C X is called H-compact iff there exists a compact and weakly 
if-convex set D C X such that K \J A C D iov every finite subset Ac X. 
(v) A set-valued mapping G : X —> 2^ is called an H-KKM mapping if 
T/i C U G{x), for every finite subset A<Z X. 
xeA 
Theorem 2.2.3 [10]. Let (X, {F^}) he an H-space, and let F : X —> 2^ be an 
H-KKM set-valued mapping such that: 
(a) for each x G X^F{x) is compactly closed i.e., B n F{x) is closed in B. for 
every compact set B C X; 
(b) there exists a compact set L C X and an H-compact set K C X such that, for 
t 
Then, 
each weakly H-convex set D with K C D C X, we have Q {F{x) DD) C L. 
xeD 
n (^^ ) ^  0-
xex 
We now consider the vector variational inequality problem 
xo e X, {T{xo),x~XQ)i -into, Vx e X, (2.2.1) 
where {Y, C) is an ordered Banach space, with intC ^ 0, and T : X —> L{X, Y) 
is a mapping. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let {X, {TA}) be an H-space, and let {Y, C) be an ordered 
Banach space with a closed, pointed and convex cone C such that intC 7^  0. Let 
T : X —> L{X, Y) be a continuous mapping such that 
(i) \/y^X,By = {xeX: {T{y),x- y) e intC} is H-convex or empty; 
(a) there exists a compact set L C X and an H-compact set K C X such that, 
for every weakly H-convex set D with K C D C X, we have 
{yED: {T{y), x - y) E -intC, \fx e X} C L. 
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Then, the vector variational inequality (2.2.1) is solvable. 
Proof. Let 
Fix) ^{yeX: {T{y), x-y)^ -intC}, Vx € X 
We prove that F is an H-KKM mapping and that the conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 2.2.3 hold. Suppose that F is not an H-KKM mapping. Then, there 
exists a finite subset A (L Z such that VA^ \J F{X). Thus, there exists z ^TA 
xeA 
such that 
z^F{x), V x e A , 
namely, 
{T{z),x-z) e iniC, Vx G A 
By the assumptions (i), ^ C B^ and FA C B^, since B^ is H-convex. Therefore, 
z G Bz, that is, 
{T{z),z-z) G intC, 
which is impossible. Thus, F^ C |J F{x), for every finite subset A C X, so that 
xeA 
F is an H-KKM mapping. Next, we prove that, Vx G X, F{x) is closed. Indeed, 
on X, we have T(?/„) ->• T{y) (uniformly on X). Thus, 
\\{T{yr,),x-yn)-{T{y),x-y)\\ 
<\\{T{yr,),x- Vn) - {T{y),x- y„)|| + ||(T(y),a; - y„) - {T{y),x- y)\\ 
<myn) - T{y)\\\\x - yj + \\T{y)\\\\y - yn\\. 
Now, we see that {T{yn),x-yn) strongly converges to {T{y), x-?/), as n -> oo, 
so that 
{T{y),x-y)e-intC, 
Since, 
{T{yn),x-yn)^-intC, Vn, 
andW = Y\ (-intC) is closed. Thus F{x) is closed Vx G X; i.e., the condition 
(a) of Theorem 2.2.3 holds. It is easy to see that the assumption (ii) of Theorem 
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2.2.4 is the same condition (b) of Theorem 2.2.3. Thus, by Theorem 2.2.3, we find 
that 
i.e., there exists yo G X such that 
{T{yQ),x-yo) i -intC, Vx G X 
2.3. Vector Variational Inequality and use of weakly C- pseu-
domonotone mapping 
The goal of this section is to study vector variational inequality problem (1.4.1) 
by using weakly C-pseudomonotone mapping and also we study existence results 
of vector variational inequalities for monotone mappings under a Banach space 
setting. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let X and Y be the Banach spaces. Let K he a. nonempty 
subset of X and T : K —)• L{X, Y) be an mapping. 
(i) T is {C^)-monotone on K if, for every pair of points x,y e K, we have 
{T{x)-T{y),x-y)eC^. 
(ii) T is {C-)-pseudomonotone on K if, for every pair of points x,y e K, we 
have 
{T{x), y-x)eC- implies {T{y),y - x) e C_. 
(iii) T is weakly {C-)-pseudomonotone on K if, for every pair of points x,y e K, 
we have 
{T{x) ,y — x) ^ —int{C-) implies {T(y),y — x) ^ —int{C^). 
(iv) T is generalized weakly C-pseudomonotone on K if, for every pair of points 
x,y e K, we have 
{T{x),y-x) ^-int{C-) implies {T{y),y - x) ^-iniC{x). 
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(v) T is weakly C-pseudo-monotone on K if, for every pair of points x,y e K, 
we have 
{T{x),y ~x) ^ -iniC{x) implies {T{y),y - x) ^ -iniC{x). 
Remark 2.3.1. 
(i) In Definition 2.3.1, the concept of vector-valued (C_)-monotonicity was in-
troduced by Chen [15]. The vector-valued pseudomonotone ihappings (ii) are 
extensions of pseudomonotone mappings introduced by Karamadian [56]. 
(ii) When C{x) = C for all x e K and {Y,C) is an ordered Banach space, 
Definition 2.3.1 (ii)-(v) are restricted to Definition 2.2(2) of [G3]. 
We study some relationship between the mappings in Definition 2.3.1. The 
proofs, which can be argued directly from Definition 2.3.1. are omitted. 
Proposition 2.3.1. Let K be a nonempty subset of the Banach space X, and let 
Y be a Banach space. Let T : K —>• L{X, Y) be an mapping, and let intC- be 
nonempty. 
(i) ItT is {CS)-monotone, then it is {C-)-pseudomonotone, weakly (C_)- pseu-
domonotone, weakly C-pseudomonotone and weakly {C+)-pseudomonotone, 
respectively. 
(ii) / / T is generalized weakly C-pseudomonotone, then it is weakly C- pseu-
domonotone. 
Lemma 2.3.1 (Generalized Linearization Lemma) [95]. Let X and Y be 
Banach spaces and let K be a nonempty convex subset of X. Let T : K —> 
L{X, Y) and consider the following problems: 
(I) xeK, {T{x),y -x)i -int C{x), ^y E K; 
(II) xeK, {T{y),y - x) ^ -int C{x), Vy G K. 
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Then, 
(i) Problem (I) implies Problem (II) if T is weakly C-pseudomonotone; 
(ii) Problem (II) implies Problem (I) if T is hemicontinuous. 
Proof. 
(i) The result follows from the weak C-pseudomonotonicity of T. 
(ii) The result follows by the same argument as used in Lemma 2.2.2. 
Remark 2.3.2. 
(i) By Proposition 2.3.1 (i), (C_)-monotone implies weakly C-pseudomonotone. 
Thus, Lemma 2.3.1 extends Lemma 2.2.2. 
(ii) When C is constant mapping, Lemma 2.3.1 extends to Lemma 2.1 of [16]. 
(iii) Letting L{X,Y) = X* and C{x) — E"*", we see that Lemma 2.3.1 is an 
extension of Lemma 3.1 of [93]. 
Now, consider the following vector variational inequality problem: 
Find X E K such that 
{T{y),y~x)^-inl€{x), Wy E K. (2.3.1) 
Definition 2.3.2.(Generalized L-condition) The mapping T ; K —> L{X, Y) 
is said to satisfy generalized L-condition on K if and only if the following condition 
holds: 
n n 
Y,\{Tm,yi)-Y,\{Tyi,x) e Cix), 
i=l 1=1 
n 
for any finite subset {yi,-• • ,yn} oi K, x = Y, ^iVi, with Aj > 0,1 < i < n, and 
1=1 
n 
^Xi = 1. We note that the above condition is an extension of condition (L) in [88]. 
i = l 
Now, we consider vector variational inequality problem (1.4.1) defined on a 
weakly closed convex subset of a Banach space. The following theorem is the main 
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result of this section. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let X and Y he the real Banach spaces and let K he a nonempty 
closed convex subset of X. Let C : K ^ 2^ such that for each x e K C{x) is 
closed, convex and pointed cone with intC{x) ^ 0; and letW : K —> 2^ be de-
fined by W{x) =Y\ {-intC{x)) such that the graph Q{W) ofW is weakly closed 
in X X Y. Suppose that T : K —> L{X, Y) is weakly C-pseudomonotone and 
hemicontinuous on K. Then, there exists a solution to the problem (1.4.1). 
Proof. DeJBne set-valued mappings F,G : K —> 2^ by 
F{y) = {xeK: (T(a:), y ~ x) ^ -iniC{x)}, 
G{y) = {xeK: {ny),y- x) i -intC{x)], 
respectively, for all y G K. The proof of the theorem is divided into following five 
steps. 
Step I: To show that F is a KKM mapping, we have the similar arguments 
which is done in Theorem 2.2.1 in previous section. 
Step II: F{y) C G{y), for all y e K, and G* is a KKM mapping. By the weakly 
C-pseudomonotonicity of T, we have that F{y) C G{y) for all y e K. Since F is 
a KKM mapping, so is G. 
Step III: n F{y) = f] G{y). From Step II, we have 
y£K y&K 
f l F{y) C f l G{y\ 
yeK yeK 
and by Lemma 2.3.1 (ii), we have 
f l F{y) D f l G{y), 
yeK y€K 
and the conclusion follows. 
Step IV: For each y £ K, G{y) is a weakly closed subset of K. For any 
yeK, let {xa} be a net in G{y) such that x^ converges weakly to XQ e K. Since 
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Xa e G(y), we have 
{T{y),y - Xa) G y \ {-intC{xa)), for all a. 
Since T{y) G L{X, Y), T{y) is continuous from the weak topology of F . We achieve 
that the net {{T{y),y - Xa)} converges weakly to (T(y), y - XQ) e Y. Now, we get 
that {xa, {T{y),y- x^)) converges weakly to (XQ, {T{y),y ~ XQ)) G Q{W), since 
Q{W) is weakly closed. Therefore, 
{T{y),y - xo) G W{xo) = Y \ {-intC{x)), 
so that Xo G G{y). Consequently, G{y) is a weakly closed subset of K. 
Step V: The vector variational inequahty problem (1.4.1) is solvable. From 
Step IV, as /<" is weakly compact in the Banach space X and G{y) C K. we have 
that G{y) is weakly compact subset of K for each y e K. In addition, by Step II 
and Theorem 2.2.1, we have 
n G{y) ^ 0. 
Consequently, by Step III, we have 
Hence, there exists XQ^ K such that 
( r ( x o ) , 2 / - X o ) ^ - m ^ ( x o ) , V y G K • 
Corollary 2.3.1. LttX,Y,K,C,W, andQi^) he the same as in Theorem 2.3.1. 
Suppose that T : K —> L{X, Y) is generalized weakly C-pseudomonotone and 
hemicontinuous on K. Then the problem (1.4.1) is solvable. 
Remcirk 2.3.3. 
(i) Theorem 2.3.1 improves Corollary 2.1 of [63], where C{x) = C for all x G 
K, (y, C) an ordered Banach space and T assumed to be monotone on K. 
(ii) When L{X,Y) = X* and C{x) = E+, for all x e K, Theorem 2.3.1 is 
restricted to Theorem 3.1 of [84]. 
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(iii) Theorem 2.3.1 is an extension of classical existence result for the variational 
inequality problem due to Browder [13] and Hartmann-Stampacchia [49]. 
Next, we study some more existence results of vector variational inequality 
problem (1.4.1) by solving the problem (2.3.1). For this purpose, we assume that 
the mapping T satisfies the generalized L-condition. 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let X, Y, K, C, W, and Q{W) be the same as in Theorem 
2.3.1. Suppose that T : K —)• L{X,Y) satisfies generalized L-condition on K. 
Then, the problem (2.3.1) is solvable. 
Proof. Define the set-valued mapping G as in the Theorem 2.3.1. We first claim 
n 
that G is a KKM mapping on K. Let XQ G Co{yi, • • • , ^„} C K. Then, XQ = ^ Ajt/i, 
i = l 
for some Aj > 0,1 < z < n, with ^ Aj = 1. If 
1=1 
•n 
i=i 
then, 
(T(t/i), yi - XQ) e -intC{xo), for each i^l,--- , n. 
n 
Since -intC{x) is convex and Aj > 0 with ] ^ Aj = 1, we have 
i = l 
J2^^('^iyi)^y^ - ^o) ^ -i^^i^o). (2.3.3) 
i = l 
Moreover, since T satisfies the generalized L-condition on K, then 
J2MT{yi),yi) -j2>^^{T{y^),^o) e C{xo). (2.3.4) 
i = l i = l 
It follows from (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) that 0 G intC{xo), which is a contradiction. 
Hence „ 
xoe[JG{yi), 
1=1 
and G is a KKM mapping on K. Next, from Step IV and V in the proof of the 
Theorem 2.3.1, we derive that G{y) is a weakly compact subset of K, for each 
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y e K. By KKM-Fan Theorem, we have 
n G{V) ^ 0, 
i.e., the problem (2.3.1) has a solution. 
In Theorem 2.3.1, we can replace the weak C-pseudomonotonicity by the gen-
eralized L-condition. 
Theorem 2.3.2. LetX,Y,K,C,W, andQiyV) he the same as in Theorem 2.3.1. 
Suppose that T : K —>• L{X, Y) is hemicontinuous and satisfies generalized L-
condition on K. Then, the problem (1-4.1) is solvable. 
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.2.2. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall consider the problem (1.4.1) which 
is defined on a closed (not necessarily bounded) convex subset of the real Banach 
space X. 
We first note that T is said to satisfy the generalized f-coercive condition (Ci) 
if there exists a weakly compact subset B of X and yo e B f] K such that 
(Ci) {T{x),yo - x) G -intCix), yxeK\B. 
We say that T satisfies the generalized f-coercive condition (C2) if there if 
there exists a weakly compact subset D of X and yo e D D K such that 
(C2) (T(yo) ,yo-x )e -intC{x), yxEK\D. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let X and Y be the real Banach spaces and let K be a nonempty 
closed convex subset of X. Let C : K -^ 2^ be such that for each x E K C{x) 
is closed, convex and pointed cone with intC{x) ^ ^; and let W : K —> 2^ be 
defined by W{x) = Y\{-intC{x)) such that the graph g{W) ofW is weakly closed 
in X xY. Suppose that T : K —> L{X,Y) is weakly C-pseudomonotone and 
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hemicontinuous on K. In addition, assume that T satisfies the condition (Ci). 
Then, the problem (1.4.1) is solvable. 
Proof. We first define the set-valued mappings F,G as those in the proof Theorem 
2.3.1. Let Ho ^ K and let the weakly compact subset B oi X satisfy condition 
(Ci). 
We prove this theorem by following Steps I-IV of the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 
and by adding two additional steps, Steps V and VI. 
Step V: The weak closure F{yo)'^ of F{yo) is a weakly compact subset of K. 
if F{yo) ^ B, then there exists x € F{yo) such that x e K\B. It follows that 
{Tix),yo-x) ^ -intC{x), 
which contradicts (Ci). Therefore, we have F(2/o) ^ B\ hence, F{yo)^ is a weakly 
compact subset of K. 
Step VI: The vector variational inequahty (1.4.1) is solvable. By Steps I, V 
and Theorem 2.2.1, we have 
f | F ( ^ 7 ^ 0 . 
By Step IV and the weak C-pseudomonotonicity of T, G{y) is weakly closed and 
F{y) C G{y) for all y £ K. respectively, so that 
i^(yo)-c G(y), V y e K 
Consequently, 
n G{y) ^ 0. 
Furthermore, fl F{y) = fl G{y) by Step III. Thus, we have 
Hence, problem (1.4.1) has a solution. 
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Remark 2.3.4. Letting L{X, Y) = X* and C{x) = M+, ^xeK, Theorems 2.3.1 
and 2.3.3 reduce to Corollary 2.2 of [92]. 
For the vector variational inequahty problem (1.4.1) defined on a noncompact 
domain, Yu and Yao [95] derive the existence result of the problem (1.4.1) by 
solving the corresponding problem (2.3.1). 
Proposition 2.3.3. Let X,Y,K,C,W, and G{W) be the same as in Theorem 
2.3.3. Suppose that T : K —>• L{X,Y) satisfies generalized L-condition on K and 
condition (C2). Then, the problem, (2.3.1) is solvable. 
Proof. Let G be the set-valued mapping as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Let 
yo € K and let the weakly compact subset D of X satisfy condition (C2). By 
employing the same argument as that in Proposition 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.1, 
respectively, we have that G is a KKM mapping on K and G{y) is a weakly closed 
subset of K. Now, we claim that G{yo) Q D. If there exists x € G{yo) such that 
xeK\D 
{T{yo),yo-x) ^ -iniC{x), 
which contradicts condition (C2). Therefore, G{yo) Q D; hence, G{yo) is a weakly 
compact subset of K. By KKM-Fan theorem, we have 
n G{y) + 0; 
yeK 
so, the problem (2.3.1) has a solution. 
If we add the hemicontinuity in Proposition 2.3.3, we can derive the following 
existence result for the problem (1.4.1). 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let X, Y, K, C, W, and Q{W) be the same as in Proposition 
2.3.4- Suppose that T : K —> L{X,Y) is hemicontinuous and that both the gen-
eralized L-condition and condition (C2) hold on K. Then, the problem (1.4.1) is 
solvable. 
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Proof. The result follows from Proposition 2.3.3 and Lemma 2.2.2. 
In Theorem 2.3.3, if we replace condition (Ci) with condition (C2), then an 
existence result of the problem (1-4.1) can be obtained as follows. 
Theorem 2.3.5. Let X,Y,K, C, W, and G{W) be the same as in Proposition 
2.3.4- Suppose that T : K —> L{X,Y) is weakly C-pseudomonotone and hemi-
continuous on K and in addition that T satisfies condition (C2) on K. Then, the 
problem (1-4.1) is solvable. 
Proof. Define the set-valued mapping G as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1- Let 
yo ^ K and let the weakly compact subset D C X such that T satisfies condition 
(C2). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, Steps I,II and IV, 
we can derive that G is KKM mapping on K and, for each y ^ K, G{y) is a weakly 
closed subset oi K. It can be checked that G{yo) C (K n D) is a. weakly compact 
subset of K. By KKM-Fan theorem, we get 
yeK 
Thus, by Lemma 2.3.1, we have 
yeK 
Therefore, the problem (1-4.1) has a solution. 
2.4. General Vector Variational Inequality 
In this section, we study the following version of vector variational inequality 
given by Siddiqi et al. [85]. 
Consider the general vector variational inequality problem: 
Find XQ e K such that 
{T{xo),x-g{xo))^-intC{xo), ^x e K, (2.4.1) 
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where g : K —> /C is a mapping. 
SpecisJ Cases: 
(i) If g{x) — X e K, then general vector variational inequality problem (2.4.1) 
reduces to the vector variational inequality problem (1.4.1). 
(ii) If y = R,L{X,Y) = X*,C{x) = IR+,Vx G K, then (2.4.1) reduces to finding 
XQ E K such that 
{T{xo),x-g{xo))>0, yxeK. (2.4.2) 
The inequality (2.4.2) is known as the general variational inequality problem 
[76]. Such a type of variational inequality has been introduced and studied 
separately by Isac [52] and others. 
(iii) If y - K, X - W, L{X, Y) = X*, C{x) = R+, Vx e K and ^ is the identity 
mapping, then (2.4.1) becomes the usual variational inequality, considered 
and studied by Hartmann and Stampacchia [49]. 
We study some existence results for the problem (2.4.1). To this end, the 
following known result [38,39] will be used. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let E be a nonempty compact convex set of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space. Let A be a subset of E x E having the following properties: 
(i) (x, x) G A, Vx G E; 
(ii) Vx e E,A^:^ {y eE: (x, y) G A} is closed in E; 
(iii) Vy G E, the set Ay := {x e E : (x, y) ^ A} is convex. 
Then, there exists yo ^  E such that E x {yg} C A. 
Let D C K he a. nonempty compact convex set. The bilinear form (•,•) is 
supposed to be continuous. 
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Theorem 2.4.1. IfT:K —> L{X,Y) and g : K —> K are continuous map-
pings, if the set-valued mapping W{x) = Y\{-intC{x)} is upper semicontinuous 
on K, and if {T{x),x - g{x)) ^ -intC{x), \/x G D, then there exists XQ e D C K 
such that 
{T{xo), X - g{xo)) i -intC{xo), Wx e D C K. 
Proof. Let 
A = {{x,y) eDxD: {T{y),x- g{y)) i -intC{y)]. 
The thesis is proved if we show that (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.4.1 are satisfied. From 
the definition of A^ we deduce that 
Vx G D, (x, x)^A^ {T{x),x - g{x)) ^ -intC{x). 
Now, we will show that 
A^:={yeD:{x,y)EA}, x e D, 
is closed. Let {yn} be a sequence in A^ such that y„ -> y. Since yn ^ A^, we have 
(T(y„), X - g{yn)) G Wiy^) := Y \ {-intC{yn)}. 
Since T, g and (•, •) are continuous, we have 
(T(2/„), x - g{y^)) -^ {T{y),x - g{y)). 
The upper semicontinuity of the set-valued mapping W{y) implies that 
(T(t/), X - g{y)) G W{y) := Y \ {-intC{y)}, 
and thus y e A^- Hence, A^ is closed. 
It remains to show that for all y G -D, 
Ay:={xeD: {x,y) ^ A}, 
is convex. Indeed, if Xi,X2 G Ay and a,/3 G E+ such that a-\-13 = 1, then since 
C{y) is cone, we have 
{T{y),axi - ag{y)) G -intC{y), 
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{T{y),Px2-Pg{y))e-mtC{y), 
which imply that 
{T{y), axi + pX2 - (a + P)g{y)) e -intC{y) 
^{T{y), axi + 13x2 - g{y)) G -intC{y) 
=»axi + ^X2 € Ay. 
Hence Ay is convex. Now, Lemma 2.4.1 gives the existence of XQ e I> such that 
D X {XQ) C A . This imphes that 
xo e D : (T(xo), X - ^(XQ)) i -intC{xo), Vx G D. 
Remark 2.4.1. If F = M, L{X, Y) = X* and C(x) = E+, Vx € i^, then Theorem 
2.4.1 collapses to Proposition 2 of [52]. 
Theorem 2.4.2. Assume that: 
(a) the mappings g : K —> K and T : K —> L{X, Y) are continuous; 
(h) C : K —> Y is a Set-valued mapping such that for each x E K, C{x) is a 
closed, convex and pointed cone with intC{x) 7^  0; 
(c) W : K —> Y is an upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping defined by 
W{x) = Y\ {-intC{x)}; 
(d) there exists a function h : K x K —>^  Y such that: 
(i) h{x,y) - {r(x),y - g{x)) e -intC{x)\ 
(ii) the set {y E K : h{x,y) G -intC{x)} is convex for all x G K; 
(iii) h{x,x) ^ —intC{x), for each x € K; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty, compact and convex subset D C K such that 
for all x E K \D, there exists y E D such that 
{T{x),y-g{x))e-intC{x). 
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Then, there exists XQ G D such that 
(T(xo), y - gixo)) i -intC{xo), Vy G K. 
Proof. Define for all y ^ K, 
D{y) -{xeD: {T{x),y - g{x)) i -intC{x)]. 
Prom assumption (a) and (c), we have that D{y) is closed in D. Since every 
element 
xo G f l D{y), 
yeK 
is a solution of (2.4.1), we have to prove that 
n D{y) ^ 0. 
Because of the compactness of D, it is sufficient to show that the family {D{yy\y^K 
has the finite intersection property. Indeed, let yi, • • • ,?/„i G A' be given; we see 
that 
A:^Co{p\j{y^,--- ,t/™}) 
is compact and convex subset of K. We consider the following set-valued mappings: 
Fi(y) ^{x^A: {T{x),y- g{x)) i -mtC{x)), 
F2{y) = {XGA: h{x, y) ^ -intC{x)}, Vy e K. 
Because of the continuity of the bilinear form (•, •) and because of assumptions 
(a) and (c), we have that Fi{y) is compact, since it is a closed subset of the 
compact (convex) set A. From assumptions (d)(i) and (d)(iii), we have 
h{x, x) - {T{x), X - g{x)) G -intC{x), 
h{x,x) ^ -intC{x). 
Then, by Lemma 2.2.1 we have 
{T{x),x-g{x))^-intC{x). 
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Hence Fi{y) y^ 0. Now, we prove that F2 is a KKM mapping. Indeed, if we suppose 
n 
that there exists f 1, • • • ,Vn E A and tVi > 0,i = 1,2, • • • , n with Yl oaVi = 1 such 
that 
i = l 3=1 
then, we have that 
n n 
1=1 i = l 
By assumption (d)(ii),we have 
n n n 
i = l 1=1 i = l 
which contradicts assumption (d)(iii). Therefore, F2 is a KKM mapping. Since 
from assumption (d)(i), we have F2{y) C Fi{y), for all y e K,we obtain that also 
Fi{y) is a KKM mapping. Applying KKM-Fan theorem to Fi, we get 
yeA 
or, the existence of a point XQ E A such that 
(r(xo), X - g{xo)) i -intC{xo), Vx G A. 
By assumption (d)(iv), we have that XQ G D ; moreover XQ G D{yi), for every 
1 < z < m. Hence, {D(y)}ye;c has the finite intersection property. 
Remark 2.4.2. If F = R,L{X,Y) = X* and C{x) = R+, for all x e K, then 
Theorem 2.4.2 becomes Theorem 8 of [52]. 
In addition, by using the technique of Chen [15], we study an existence result 
for a special case of the problem (2.4.1) by replacing the convexity assumption 
with merely topological properties. 
We now consider a special case of (2.4.1), but in a more general context, 
xo G X, {T{xo),x - g{xo)) ^ -intC, Vx G X, (2.4.3) 
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where {Y, C) is an ordered Banach space, with intC ^ 0, and T : X —> L{X, Y),g : 
X —>• X are mappings. 
Theorem 2.4.3. Let {X, {F^}) be an H-space and let {Y,C) be an ordered topo-
logical vector space equipped with a closed, pointed and convex cone C such that 
intC 7^  0. Assume that 
(a) the mappings g : X —> X and T : X —> L{X, Y) are continuous; 
(b) {T{y),y - g{y)) i -intC, for all y e X; 
(c) for all y e X,By := {x e X : {T{y),x - g{y)) G intC} is either H-convex 
or empty; 
(d) there exists a compact set L C X and an H-compact set K C X such that 
for every weakly H-compact set D with K C D C X, we have 
{yeD: {T{y),x - g{y)) i -intC, Vx G D} C L. 
Then, the problem (2.4.3) is solvable. 
Proof. Let 
F{x) -{yeX: {T{y), x - g{y)) i -intC}, Vx G X. 
We will prove the inequality 
Then, the thesis will be consequences of the fact that every element 
xo G f l F(x) 
is a solution of (2.4.3). The inequahty follows from Theorem 2.2.3, if we prove 
that F is an if-KKM mapping and the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem, 2.2.3 
hold. 
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Suppose that F is not an H-KKM mapping. Then, there exists a finite subset 
Ac X such that 
r^ ?: U F{x). 
xex 
Thus, there exists z ETA such that 
z i F{x), yxEA^ {T{z), X - g{z)) G -intC, "ix 6 A. 
By assumption (c) and since Bz is iif-convex, we have 
T ^ C T B , for AdB,. 
Therefore, 
zeB,=^ {T{z), z - g{z)) G -into, 
which contradicts assumption (b). Thus, 
r^ c U F{x), 
xex 
for every finite subset A C X, so F is an H-KKM mapping. 
Now, we will prove that for all x E X, F{x) is closed. Indeed, suppose that 
{yn} C F{x), ioi X e X such that y„ -)• y. As T,g and (•, •) are continuous, we 
have 
{nyn).x - givr^)) ^  {T{y),x - g{y)), 
and since 
(T(y„), X - g{yn)) i -intC, Vn, 
i.e., 
(r(y„), X - g{yr,)) EW = Y\ {-intC}. 
But W — Y\ {-intC} is closed, therefore we have 
{ny),x-g{y))EW, 
i.e., 
{T{y),x-g{y))^-intC. 
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Hence y e F{x). Therefore, F{x) is closed i.e., the condition (a) of the Theorem 
2.2.3 holds. It is easy to see that the present assumption (d) is the same as 
assumption (b) of Theorem 2.2.3. Thus, by Theorem 2.2.3, 
xex 
i.e., there exists XQ E X such that 
{T{xo),x - g{xo)) i -intC, Va; e X. 
Remark 2.4.3. If g is an identity mapping, then Theorem 2.4.3 collapses to 
Theorem 2.2.4. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we discuss generalized vector variational inequalities which are 
related to the dual problem of vector optimization problems. For duality of scalar 
variational inequaUties, we refer to [37,73,74]. The remainder of this chapter is 
organized as follows. 
In section 3.2, we discuss a generalized vector variational inequahty problem 
which was introduced and studied by Lin et al. [69]. 
In section 3.3, we study generalized form of vector variational inequality with 
existence result under assumptions of C-pseudomonotonocity and hemicontinuity 
which was considered and established by Lee et al. [63]. We also study the fuzzy 
extension of a result of Chen and Yang [16]. 
In section 3.4, we study various kinds of vector variational inequalities and 
their relationship which were considered by Lee et al. [64]. 
Section 3.5 provides the duality of vector variational inequality using coerciv-
ity condition introduced by Yang [88]. 
Finally, in section 3.6, we study a generalized vector variational inequality for 
set-valued mappings with its dual form and study the equivalence between them 
which was considered by Lee et al. [65]. 
3.2. Generalized Vector Variational Inequality and use of 
generalized C-pseudomonotone and generalized hemi-
continuous mapping 
In this section, we study several existence results for generalized vector vari-
ational inequality problem. The notion of generalized C-pseudomonotone and 
generalized hemicontinuous mappings are studied. 
Let T be a mapping from K into 2^^^'^'> and C be a set-valued mapping from 
K into 2^ such that C{x) is a closed, convex cone of Y. 
We study the generalized vector variational inequality problem i.e., to find 
X e K such that, for each x £ K, there exists s G T{x) such that 
(s, x-x) i -intC{x), (3.2.1) 
where int denotes interior. When C is a constant mapping, (3.2.1) reduces to the 
problem considered by Lee et al. [63]. Also, when T is a single-valued mapping, 
(3.2.1) reduces to the problem considered by Chen et al. [16-18]. 
We denote as earlier 
xeK 
Definition 3,2.1. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and K he a nonempty 
subset of X. Let T : K —> 2^^^'^) be a set-valued mapping. 
(i) T is said to be generalized (C-)-monotone on K if for any pair of points 
x,yeK,se T{x) and t G T{y), 
{s — t,x — y) E C-. 
(ii) T is said to be generalized C-pseudomonotone on K if for any pair of points 
x,y e K, there exists s G T{x) such that 
{s,y - x) ^ -intC{x), 
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implies that there exists t G T{y) such that 
{t,y - x) ^ -intC{x). 
(iii) T is said to be generalized hemicontinuous if for any x,y e K,a e [0,1] and 
a I-)- (T{ay + (1 - oe)x), y - x) is upper semicontinuous, where 
{T{ay + (1 - a)x), y - x) = {{t, y - x) : t E T{ay + (1 - a)x)}. 
We note that, if T is generalized (C_)-monotone, then it is generalized C-
pseudomonotone. When C is a constant mapping, the concepts of generalized 
(C_)-monotonocity and C-pseudomonotonicity reduce to C-monotonicity and C-
pseudomonotonicity introduced in [63], respectively. When T is singled-valued, 
then the concept of generalized (C_)monotonicity reduces to (C_)-monotonicity 
introduced in [15],and the concept of generalized C-pseudomonotonicity reduces 
to weak C-pseudomonotonicity introduced in [95]. 
Let X = Y = R, C{x) = [0, oo), for all x G E,and let T : R —)• R be defined 
as T{x) = (—00,3;], for x e R. Then, it is easy to see that T is generalized C-
pseudomonotone but T is not (C_)-monotone. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let X and Y be the real Banach spaces. Let K be a nonempty 
weakly compact convex subset of X. Let C : K —>• 2^ be such that, for each 
X E K, C{x) is a proper closed convex cone; and letW : K —> 2^ be defined by 
W{x) = Y\{~intC{x)}, such that the graph Q{W) ofW is weakly closed inXxY. 
IfT:K —> 2^^^'^^ is generalized C-pseudomonotone, nonempty compact-valued 
and generalized hemicontinuous on K, then the problem (3.2.1) is solvable. 
Proof. Define the set-valued mappings Fi, F2 : K —)• 2^ by 
Fi{y) = {xeK -.Sse T{x) such that {s,y - x) ^ -intC{x)], 
F2{y) = {xeK:'^se T{y) such that (s, y - x) ^ -intC{x)}. 
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for each yeK. Note that Fi{y) ^ 0 for each y^K, since y G F(y). The proof of 
the theorem is divided into the following four steps. 
Step{l): Fi is a KKM mapping on K. Let x be in the convex hull of any finite 
n 
subset {?/!,••• , yn} of K. Then, x — Y^ Xiyi, for some nonnegative Aj, 1 < i < n, 
1=1 
n n 
with Y, Xi = 1. li X ^ U Fi{yi), then x ^ Fi(yi) for all i. Then, for any s G T(a;), 
1=1 i = l 
we have 
(s, yi - x) e -intC{x), for each i = 1, • • • , n. 
n 
Since —intC{x) is a convex cone and Aj > 0 with ^ Aj = 1, we have 
1=1 
^ A i ( s , y i - x ) G -intC{x). 
1=1 
It follows that 
0: = {s^x — x) 
n 
= Y,'^Xiyi-
i = l 
n 
i = l 
n 
n 
- y^Ajx 
t = l 
-x)) 
= ^ Ai(s, yi-x) e -intC{x), 
1=1 
where 0 denotes the zero vector in Y. Thus 0 G -intCix), and consequently 
C{x) = y , which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
n 
Co{yu--- ,yn]Q[JF,{yi). 
i=i 
Hence, Fi is a KKM mapping on iiT as claimed. 
Step{ll): Fi{y) C ^2(1/), for a\\ y e K and F2 is a KKM mapping. By gen-
erahzed C-pseudomonotonicity of T, we derive that Fi{y) C ^2(2/), for all y e K. 
Since Fi is a KKM mapping, so is F2. 
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Step{UI): F2{y) is weakly compact for each y e K and f] ^2(2/) 7^  0- For 
yeK 
any y € K, let {xa} be a net in F2{y) such that Xa converges weakly to x e K. 
For each a, since Xa G F2{y), there exists t^ e T{y) such that 
{ta,y-Xa) i -intC{Xa). 
As {tfl} C T(2/), which is compact in the norm topology of L{X,Y), {to} has a 
subnet converging to some t* e T{y). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that ta ^ t*. We note that, since t* G L{X,Y),t* is continuous from the weak 
topology of X to the weak topology of Y; see [26]. Consequently, 
{t*,y-Xa) -^ {t*,y-x), 
weakly in Y. 
On the other hand, we have 
\\{ta-t*,y-Xa)\\Y < \\ta - t*\\L{X,Y)\\y - ^aWx-
Since \\ta — t*\\L(x,Y) -^ 0 and \\y — Xa\\x is bounded, thus 
{ta -t*,y-Xa) -> 0 
weakly in y . As a result we have 
{toc,y-Xa) = {ta - t*,y - Xa) + {t*,y - Xa) -^ {t*,y-x), 
weakly in Y, from which it follows that the net 
{Xa, {ta, y - Xa)) -> {x, {t*, y ~ x)), 
weakly inXxY. Therefore, {x, {t*, y-x)) e G{W), which is weakly closed in X xY. 
Hence, (i*, y - x) E W{x), i.e., (i*, y - x) ^ -intC[x) and F2{y) is weakly closed. 
Since K is weakly compact, so is F^iy), for all y G K. By Step (II), we know that 
F2 is a KKM mapping. Therefore, by KKM-Fan Theorem, fj F2{y) ^ 0. 
y&K 
Step{TV): Problem (3.2.1) has a solution. From Step (III), we have fl F2{y) j^ 
yeK 
0. Let S G n My)- For each yeK,\etF: [0,1] —> 2^ be defined by 
yeK 
F{a) = {T{ay + (l ~ a)x),y - x)). 
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Since T is generalized hemicontinuous, nonempty compact-valued, F is upper semi-
continuous, nonempty compact-valued. Therefore, F{[0,1]) is compact in the norm 
topology of Y. Let {Q„} be a sequence in [0,1] decreasing to 0. For each a^, there 
exists tn e T{any + (1 - ocn)x) such that 
{tn,y - x) ^ -intC{x). 
As {{tn^y — x)} C F([0,1]), which is compact, we may assume without loss of 
generality that 
{tn, y — x) -^ w, for some w eY. 
By the upper semicontinuity oi F,w G F(0). Hence, there exists t G T{x) such 
that w — {t,y — x). Due to the weak closedness of the graph of W, we achieve 
that 
{t, y — x) ^ —intC{x). 
Therefore, x is a solution of the problem (3.2.1). 
Since generalized (C_)-monotonicity implies generalized C-pseudomonotonicity, 
the following result is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let X,Y,K,C,W, andG{W) be the same as those in Theorem 
3.2.1. If T : K —> 2^('^ '^ ^ is generalized {CJ)-monotone, nonempty compact-
valued, and generalized hemicontinuous, then the problem (3.2.1) is solvable. 
The next result is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.2.1. 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces. Let K be a nonempty weakly 
compact convex subset ofX, and let C be a proper closed convex cone in Y such that 
Y \ {-intC} is weakly closed. IfT:K —>• 2^ -^^ '^ ^ is either C-pseudomonotone 
or C-monotone, nonempty compact-valued and generalized henmicontinuous, then 
there exists x E K such that for every x e K, there is s e T{x) such that 
(s, X — x) ^ —intC. 
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If T is single-valued, y = E, and C{x) = [0, oo), for all x£ K, then we have 
the following result which is consequence of Theorem 3.2.1 for the problem (1.2.3). 
Corollary 3.2.3. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact and convex subset in the 
real Banach space X, and let T be a pseudomonotone mapping from K into X" 
which is also hemicontinuous. Then, there exists x e K such that 
{T{x),x - x) > 0, for all x E K. 
Moreover, the set of all solutions to the above problem is nonempty weakly compact 
and convex. 
Proof. The existence of a solution follows from Theorem 3.2.1, and the last asser-
tion can be proved by the same argument as that used in [93]. 
3.3. Generalized Vector Variational Inequality with Fuzzy 
Extension 
Lee et al. [63] considered a generalized vector variational inequality problem 
(3.2.1) and established an existence result under assumptions of C- pseudomono-
tonicity and hemicontinuity. Our original motivation of this section is to study 
the fuzzy extension of a result of Chen and Yang [16]. 
The following theorem is the existence result of the problem (3.2.1) under 
C-pseudomonotone and hemicontinuity conditions. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and Y be a Banach space. 
Let K be a nonempty bounded, closed and convex subset of X and C{x) be a 
closed, convex and pointed cone with intC{x) ^ (/i. If T : X —> 2^(^'^' is C-
pseudomonotone, compact valued and hemicontinuous, then the problem (3.2.1) is 
solvable. 
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Proof. For proof we refer to [63]. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let X he a reflexive Banach space andY be a Banach space. Let 
K be a nonempty bounded, closed and convex subset of X and C{x) be a closed, 
convex and pointed cone in Y with intC{x) ^ <Il. If T : X —> L{X, Y) is C-
pseudomonotone and hemicontinuous, then the problem (3.2.1) is solvable. 
Remark 3.3.1. The above corollary 3.3.1 is an extension of a result of Chen and 
Yang [16]. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with dual space X* and Y be 
a Banach space. Let K be a nonempty bounded, closed and convex subset of X. If 
T : X —> X* is pseudomonotone and hemicontinuous, then there exists XQ ^  K 
such that {T{xo), x — XQ) > 0, for all x S K. 
Remark 3.3.2. The above corollary 3.3.2 is a generalization of a result of Cottle 
and Yao [27]. 
Now, we study a fuzzy extension of a result of Chen and Yang[ ]. 
Let X and Y be two normed spaces and J^{L{X,Y)) be the collection of 
all fuzzy sets on L{X,Y). A mapping F : X —> T{L{X,Y)) is called a fuzzy 
mapping. If F : X —>• T{L{X,Y)) is a fuzzy mapping, then F{x),x € X (de-
noted by Fx) is a fuzzy set in T{L{X,Y)) and Fx{s),s G L{X,Y), is the degree 
of membership of s in F^. Let A e T{L{X,Y)) and p E [0,1], then the set 
Ajs = {s e L{X, Y) : A{s) > P} is said to be an ;9-cut set of A. 
Definition 3.3.1 [87]. A fuzzy set A on L{X,Y) is compact if for each p e 
(0, l],Ap is compact in L{x, Y). 
Definition 3.3.2. Let X and Y be two normed spaces, F : X —> J{L{X,Y)) 
be a fuzzy mapping and C{x) be a closed, pointed and convex cone of Y such that 
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intC{x) ^ 0. 
(1) F is said to be C-monotone if for any x,y e X and s,t e L{X,Y) with 
Fi(s) > 0 and Fy{t) > 0 such that 
{s-t,x-y) eC{x). 
(2) F is said to be C-pseudomonotone if for any x,y e X and P e (0,1], 3 s {F^{s) > 
P) such that 
{s,y — x) ^ —intC{x), 
imphes that 3 t {Ty{t) > P) such that 
{t,y — x) ^ —intC{x). 
(3) F is said to be hemicontinuous if for any x,y & X and ta G •£'(-X', V') with 
Fx+ay{ta) > PW ^ (0> l])> there exists to € L ( X , r ) with F^(^o) > P such 
that for any z e X, {ta, z) -^ (to, z) as a -^ 0"*". 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let X he a reflexive Banach space and Y be a Banach space. Let 
K be a nonempty bounded, closed and convex subset of X and C{x) be a closed, 
convex and pointed cone in Y with intC{x) ^ 0. Let F : X —> T{L{X,Y)) is 
a fuzzy mapping such that F is C-pseudomonotone and hemicontinuous and that 
for each x E X,Fx is a compact fuzzy set on L{X, Y). Suppose further that there 
exists a real number P G (0,1] such that for each x E X, {Fx}^ is a nonempty sub-
set of L{X,Y). Then there exists Xo E K such that for each x E K, there exists 
So € L{X, Y) with F^oiso) > P such that (SQ, X - XQ) ^ -intC{x). 
Proof. Define a set-valued mapping F : X —>• 2^'-^'^^ by 
F{x) = {Fx)p, for any x e X. 
It follows from the C-pseudomonotonicity of F that for any x,y E X,3 s E F{x) 
such that 
{s,y - x) ^ -intC{x), 
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implies that 3teF{y) such that 
{t,y - x) ^ -intC{x). 
this imphes that F is C-pseudomonotone. Furthermore, the hemicontinuity of F 
imphes the hemicontinuity of F. Since for each x e X,F^isa. compact fuzzy set 
on L{X, Y), then for each x e K, F{x) is compact. By Theorem 3.3.1, there exists 
So E X such that for each x e K, there exists SQ G F{XO) such that 
{so,x — XQ) ^ —intC{x). 
Hence, there exists XQ e K such that for each x e K, there exists SQ G L{X, Y) 
with FXO{SQ) > P such that 
{SQ, X - XQ) ^ -intC{x). 
3.4. Weak and Strong Vector Variational Inequality 
In this section, we study the relationship among the strong vector variational 
inequality (in short, SVVI), the vector variational inequality (in short, VVI) and 
the weak vector variational inequality (in short, W W I ) and (WI)s which is the 
variational inequality considered and related to the above three inequalities by Lee 
et al. [64]. Also, we study the existence results for vector variational inequality 
problem and weak vector variational inequality problem by scalarization method. 
Let X* and Y* be the dual spaces of the Banach spaces X and Y respectively 
and F : K —> Y an mapping. Let C{x) be a convex and pointed cone of Y with 
intC{x) 7^  0, where int denotes the interior of a set, and 
C{xy = {seY*: (s, x) > 0, Vx € C{x)}. 
Consider the following three kinds of vector variational inequalities: 
(SWI) the strong vector variational inequality: Find Xo e K such that 
{T{xo), x-xo)+ Fix) - F{xo) G C{x), Mx G K, (3.4.1) 
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(VYI) the vector variational inequality: Find XQ ^ K such that 
(T(xo), x-xo) + F{x) - F{xo) i -C{x) \ {0}, Vx € K, and (3.4.2) 
(WWI) the weak vector variational inequality: Find XQ E K such that 
(T(xo), X-XQ) + F{X) - F{xo) ^ -intC{x), Wx e K, (3.4.3) 
where {T{x),y) denotes the evaluation of the Unear mapping T{x) at y. 
When F = 0, (WWI) becomes the vector variational inequahty considered 
in [16,17,19,88]. 
In relation to the three inequalities, we consider the following variational in-
equality (WI)s for a given s G C{x)*: 
(WI)s Find XQEK such that 
{soT{xo),x-xo) + soF{x)-soF{xo)>0, Vx G K, (3.4.4) 
where s o T{x) is the composition of s and T{x). 
Now, we study the relationships among the problems (3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3) 
and (3.4.4). 
Lemma 3.4.1 [53]. Let E be a topological vector space with dual space E* and 
C{x) a convex cone in E with intC{x) ^ 0. Then we have 
in tC{x) = {xeE: {x*,x) > 0, Vx* G C(x)* \ {0}}. 
Also, if E is a reflexive locally convex Hausdorff space with dual space E* and C{x) 
is a closed and convex cone in E with intC{x)* ^ 0, then 
m tC{xy = {x* G E* : {x*,x) > 0, Vx G C(x) \ {0}}. 
Definition 3.4.1 [55]. Let F be a topological vector space, C(x) a convex cone 
in Y with intC{x) 7^  0 and K a nonempty set. Then an mapping F : K —> Y 
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is said to be C{x)-subconvex-like if there is a ^ G intC{x) such that for all a G 
(0,l),Xi,X2 & K and e > 0, there is an X3 e K such that 
se + aF{x,) + (1 - a)F{x2) - F{x3) e C{x). 
Proposition 3.4.1. Let X and Y be the Banach spaces, K a nonempty, closed 
and convex subset of X,T : K —)• L{X, Y) an mapping and F : K —> Y an 
mapping. Let C{x) be a closed, convex and pointed cone in Y with intC{x) ^ 0 
and intC{x)* ^ 0. Let 
A = {xQeK: {T{XQ), X-XQ) + F{X) - F{xo) G C(a;), Vx G K}, 
B= [j {xoeK:{soT{xo),x-xo) + soF{x)-soF{xo)>0, Vx G K}, 
seintC(x)* 
C = {xoeK: {T{xo), x - xo) + F{x) - F{xo) i -C{x) \ {0}, Vx G K}, 
D = {xQeK : {T{XQ), X-XQ) + F{X) - F{XQ) i -intC{x), Vx G K} and 
E= U { X O G K : ( soT(xo) ,x -xo ) + s o F ( x ) - s o F ( x o ) > 0 , Vx G/T}. 
seC(i)'\{o} 
Then the following hold. 
(l)AcCcDandAcB. 
(2) IfY is reflexive, then B C C. 
(3) ECD. 
(4) Furthermore, if for each z e K, {T{z), •) + F(-) is C{x)-subconvex-like, then 
DcE. 
Proof (1) Since C(x) is pointed, AcC C D holds. A C S is trivial. 
(2) Let Xo G B. Then there exists s G intC{x)* such that 
(s o r(xo), X - Xo) + s o F(x) - s o F(xo) > 0, Vx G K. (*) 
Suppose that there exists a. z E K such that 
(T(xo), z-xo) + F{z) - F(xo) ^ -C(x) \ {0}. 
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Since s 6 intC{x)* by Lemma 3.4.1, 
(s o T{XQ), Z-XO)+SO F{Z) - S O F(XO) < 0, 
which contradicts (*). Hence XQ € C. 
(3) By using Lemma 3.4.1, (3) can be proved similarly to the case of (2). 
(4) Let xoeD. Then 
(T(xo),xo) + F{XQ) i {T{xo), x) + F{x) + intC{x), Vx G K. 
Let G{x) = {T{xo),x) + F{x). Then G{xo) ^ G{K) + intC{x). Since G is C{x) 
-subconvex-like, G{K) + intC{x) is convex (see Lemma 3.2 in [77]). By the sepa-
ration theorem, there exists s EY*\ {0} such that (s, G{xo)) < {s, G{x)) + {s, c) 
for a\\ X & K and c G intC{x). Since the closure of intC{x) is C(a;) , we have 
(s, G(xo)) < (s, ^(a;)) + (s, c), Vx € i^ and c G C(x). 
We can easily check that s G C(x)* \ {0}. Thus we have 
0 < ( 5 , G ( x ) > - ( 5 , G ( X o ) ) 
= (s o T{XQ),X - XO) + S O F(a;) - s o F(a:o), Vx G K. 
Hence XQ G E. 
Remark 3.4.1. li F : K — v Y \s C(a;)-convex, then for each z ^ K. {T{z), •) + 
F{-) is C(a;)-subconvex-like. 
Definition 3.4.2 [72]. Let X and Y be the normed spaces, K a nonempty convex 
subset of X, C{x) a convex cone in Y and F : K —>• Y an mapping. Then F is 
said to be C{x)-continuous at XQ G i^ if, for any neighborhood U of F(xo) in Y, 
there exists a neighborhood V of XQ in X such that 
F(x) G t/ + C(x), f o r a l l x G l / n K 
We say that F is C(x)-continuous on K if it is C(x)-continuous at any point of 
K. 
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Remark 3.4.2. If y - R and C{x) = 1R+, then the C(x)-continuity is the same 
as the lower semicontinuity. 
Lemma 3.4.2 [72]. Let X and Y be the normed spaces, K a nonempty convex 
subset of X and C{x) a convex cone in Y. If a mapping F : K —)• Y is C{x)-
convex and C{x)-continuous, then for any s e C{x)*, soF is lower semicontinuous 
and convex. 
Modifying the proof of Theorem 3 in [94], Lee et al. [64] obtained the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.4.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with its dual X* and K a 
nonempty, closed, hounded and convex subset of X. If F : K —> X* is a monotone 
and hemicontinuous mapping and h : K —> R is a lower semicontinuous and 
convex function, then there is an XQ G. K such that 
{F{xo), x-xo) + h{x) - h{xo) > 0, Va: G K. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let X and Y be the reflexive Banach spaces. Let K be a 
nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of X and C{x) a closed, pointed 
and convex cone in Y with intC{x) ^ 0 and intC{x)* ^^. IfT:K —)• L{X, Y) 
is a C{x)-monotone and hemicontinuous mapping and F : K —)• Y is a C{x)-
continuous and C{x)-convex mapping, then there is an XQ & K such that XQ is a 
solution of the problem (3.4.2). 
Proof. Let s G intC{x)*. 
Define (s o r ) (x) = s o T{x) for any x^K. Then soT : K —> X*, where X* is 
the dual space of X. Since T is C(a;)-monotone, for any x,y G K, 
{T{x)-T{y),x-y)eC{x). 
Thus, we have for any x,y E K, 
{{s oT){x) -{soT){y),x-y) = s[{T{x) - T{y),x-y)]> 0. 
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Hence s o T is monotone. Since T is hemicontinuous, for any x,y,z G K and 
te{0,l) 
\im{T{x + t{y-x)),z) = {T{x),z). 
t->o+ 
Thus, we have for any x,y,z ^ K and t G (0,1) 
lim ((s o T){x + t{y - x)), z) = {{s o T){x), z). 
t->o+ 
Hence s o T is hemicontinuous. Since F is C(x)-continuous and C(x)-convex, by 
Lemma 3.4.2, s o F is a lower semicontinuous and convex function. By Proposition 
3.4.2, there exists an XQ e K such that XQ is a solution of (3.4.4). By Proposition 
3.4.1, xo is a solution of the problem (3.4.2). 
By choosing s G C{x)* \ {0} and using the method similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.4.1, we can see the proof of the following theorem without the reflox-
ivity of Y and intC{x)* 7^  0 in Theorem 3.4.1. 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and Y he a Banach space. 
Let K be a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of X and C{x) a closed, 
pointed and convex cone in Y with intC{x) 7^  0. IfT:K —> L{X,Y) is a C{x)-
monotone and hemicontinuous mapping and F : K —> Y is a C{x)-continuous 
and C{x)-convex mapping, then there is an XQ ^  K such that XQ is a solution of 
the problem (3.2.3). 
Now, we study the above Theorem 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 on unbounded setting. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let X and Y be the reflexive Banach spaces, K be a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset of X and C{x) a closed, pointed and convex cone in Y 
with intC{x) 7^  0 and intCix)* 7^  0. LetT : K —> L{X, Y) is a C{x)-monotone 
and hemicontinuous mapping and F : K —> Y is a C{x)-continuous and C{x)-
convex mapping. If there exists a nonempty bounded subset U of K such that for 
each X e K\U, there exists u eU such that 
{T{x), u-x) + Fiu) - Fix) i -C{x) \ {0}, 
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then there exists Xo e K such that XQ is a solution of the problem (3.4.2). 
Proof. Since U is bounded, there exists r > 0 such that for all x e U, \\x\\ < r. Let 
Kr = {x e K : \\x\\ < r}. Then K^ is a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex 
subset of X. By Theorem 3.4.1, there exists an Xr e Kr such that 
{T{Xr),X - Xr) + F{x) - F{Xr) ^ -C{x) \ {O}, Vx G Kr- (*) 
If Xr ^ U, by the assumption, there is au e U such that 
{T{Xr), U-Xr)+ F{U) - F{Xr) € -C{x) \ { 0 } , 
which contradicts (*). Hence Xr G U. Let x be any fixed point of K. Since K is 
convex and \\xr\\ < r, there exists a e (0,1) such that w = ax + {1 - a)xr G Kr. 
By (*), we have 
{T{Xr), W-Xr)+ F{w) - F{Xr) ^ -C{x) \ { 0 } . 
Since F is C(a;)-convex, F{w) - aF{x) - (1 - oc)F{xr) e -C(a;). Thus we have 
{T{xr),w - Xr) + aF{x) + (1 - a)F(2;,) - F(x,) ^ -C(a:) \ {0}. 
Hence we have 
{T{xr), Oi{x - Xr)) + aF(a;) - aF(x,) ^ -C(x) \ {0}. 
Dividing by a, we have 
{T{xr),x - Xr) + F{x) - F(x,) ^ -C(a;) \ {0}. 
Hence X'f IS d' solution of the problem (3.4.2). 
By the method similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4.3, we can see the proof of 
following theorem from Theorem 3.4.2. 
Theorem 3.4.4. Let X he a reflexive Banach space and Y be a Banach space. Let 
K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of X and C{x) a closed, pointed and 
convex cone in Y with intC{x) 7^  0. LetT : K —> L{X, Y) is a C{x)-monotone 
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and hemicontinuous mapping and F : K —> Y is a C{x)-continuous and C{x)-
convex mapping. If there exists a nonempty bounded subset U of K such that for 
each X ^ K \U, there exists u ^ U such that 
{T{x),u -x) + F{u) - F{x) G -intC{x), 
then there exists an XQ £ K such that XQ is a solution of the problem (3.4.3). 
3.5. Vector Variational Inequality and use of coercivity con-
dition 
In this section, we study some existence results of solutions for vector vari-
ational inequality by using coercivity conditions which are the generalizations of 
the coercivity conditions for scalar variational inequality in [73] to the vector ca.se 
and duality of vector variational inequality which is related to the dual problem 
of vector optimization problem which is considered and discussed by Yang [88]. 
An ordered Banach space {Y, C) with partial order < and weak order -^ is 
defined earlier in the section 2.2. Moreover, we note that y^x^x-^y. For two 
sets A, B C y , denote 
A<B^a<h. We A, be B; 
A^B<^a^b. WaeA,beB. 
A point x e Aisa weak maximum if x ^ A. Denote by WUE{A) the set of all 
weak maximums of A. A point x G A is weak minimum of Aii -x e WUE{-A). 
Let X be another real Banach space. Let T : X —> L{X, Y),f : X —> Y and 
K he a, closed convex subset of X. Consider the vector variational inequality (in 
short, (WI) / ) 
XoeK:{T{xo),x-Xo)itf{xo)-f{x), Vx 6 K (3.5.1) 
If / = 0, then ( W I ) / is the vector variational inequality ( W I ) in [16,17,19,89], 
xoeK: (r(xo), x-xo)^ 0, Vx e K. (3.5.2) 
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Lemma 3.5.1 (Generajizried Linearization Lemma) [16]. Let X be a Banach 
space, (y, C) a partially ordered Banach space, intP 7^  0, the mapping T : X —> 
L{X, Y) is v-monotone and hemicontinuous. Then the following problems are 
equivalent: 
xGK:{T{x),y-x)^0, Vy E K; 
xeK:{T{y),y-x)^0, ^y G K. 
On special case of Lemma 3.5.1, y = M, is the linearization lemma in [37] 
which was first proved by Minty and Browder and has been shown to have many 
applications in discussion of existence and stability for scalar variational inequality 
[37,73]. 
In this section, we study some existence results of solutions for variational 
inequahties. For simpUcity, we only deal with (3.5.2). 
Definition 3.5.1. The mapping T : X —> L{X,Y) is said to satisfy v-coercivity 
condition (C3) if there exists a compact subset B C X and yo e BnK, such that 
(C3) {T{x),yQ-x)<0, \/xeK\B. 
Remark 3.5.1. If K is compact, then u-coercivity condition (C3) is satisfied triv-
ially with B = K. 
Theorem 3.5.1. / / T is continuous and v-coercivity condition (C3) is satisfied, 
then the vector variational inequality (3.5.2) is solvable. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [88]. 
Corollary 3.5.1. Let X = Y = W,K C W a compact convex subset, T : 
W^ —> M^^" a continuous mapping, then the following finite-dimensional vector 
variational inequality is solvable 
XoeK: 3i, {Ti{x),y- x) > 0, V?/ G K, 
where T{x) = {Ti{x), • • • ,T^{x)),Ti{x) e R". 
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Proof. Let y = R", C = E:;:. Then that {T{x), y - x)>*S?=fer:4M/='€'/C is equiva-
lent to that for each y E K, there exists i such that {Ti{x), y — x) >0. Hence, the 
result follows from Theorem 3.5.1. 
Remark 3.5.2. The above finite-dimensional vector variational inequality is a 
weak form of the vector variational inequality given in Giannessi [44]: XQ G K 
such that there exists no x £ K such that (rj(xo), x — XQ) > 0, i = 1,- • • ,n and 
(ri(xo), X — XQ) ^ 0, for at least one i. 
By relating to the generalized linearization lemma 3.5.1, we assume that the 
following v-coercive condition (C4) holds: there exists a compact subset B C X 
and yo E BnK such that 
(C4) {T{yo),yo-x)<0, yxeK\B. 
T is said to satisfy condition (L) if 
n n 
(L) ^ a i ( r ( x i ) , x ) < (r(x),x) < Y^ai{T{xi),x^), 
i=n i=n 
n n 
for any {xi, • • • , Xn} C K, x = J2 ^i^i^ S Q^i = 1> cti > 0. 
i=n i=n 
Proposition 3.5.1. Let X be a Banach space, {Y, C) he a partially ordered Banach 
space, intC ^ 0. If the v-coercive condition (C4) and condition (L) hold, then the 
problem 
xoeK : {T{x),x - XQ) ^ 0 , Vx € K, (3.5.3) 
is solvable. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [88]. 
Corollary 3.5.2. / / there exists yo ^ K such that 
F2{yo) = {xeK: (T(^o),yQ-x)it 0} 
is a compact set and T is a linear continuous mapping, then the problem (3.5.3) 
is solvable. 
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Theorem 3.5.2. Let X be a real Banach space, (V, C) he a partially ordered 
Banach space, intC 7^  0. / / the mapping T is v-monotone, hemicontinuous and 
the v-coercive condition (C2) and condition (L) hold, then the vector variational 
inequality problem (3.5.2) 5^ solvable. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.5.1 and Proposition 3.5.1. 
Corollary 3.5.3. IfT is linear, v-monotone and hemicontinuous and there exists 
yo ^ K such that ^2(^0) is compact, then the vector variational inequality (3.5.2) 
25 solvable. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.5.1 and Corollary 3.5.2. 
Further, we study dual vector variational inequality. Let X be a real Banach 
space, {Y, C) a partially ordered Banach space, intC 7^  0. The mapping T : X —> 
L{X,Y) and / : X —>• Y are given. Consider the following vector variational 
inequality denoted by (VVI)/ 
XQ^X: {T{XO),X - xo) it f{xo) - f{x), Vx G X. (3.5.4) 
Assume that T is one-to-one (injective), define T' : L(X, Y) —> X as follows: 
T'{1) = -T-\-l), V/ G Domain(r') = -Range(r ) . 
If T is Unear, then T' = T~^. The dual vector variational inequahty of (3.5.4) is 
defined as 
k e Domain(T') : {I - loXik)) < f*{lo) - f*{l), Vi G L{X,Y), (3.5.5) 
where f*{l) = WUE{l{x) - f{x) : x G X} is the vector conjugate of / , i.e., /*(/) is 
the set of all weak maximums of the set {l{x) - f{x) : x G X}. liY = R, then it is 
the dual variational inequality in Mosco [74]. C is connected if C U - C = V in [54]. 
Theorem 3.5.3. Let X be a real Banach space, (Y, C) a partially ordered Banach 
space with intC ^ 0. The mapping T : X .—)• L{X, Y) is one-to-one and f : X —> 
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Y is a continuous function. Assume that f*{l) ^ 0, for all I G L{X, Y). Then XQ 
is a solution of the vector variational inequality (3.5.4) if and only iflo = —T{xo), 
{or XQ = —T'{IQ)) is a solution of the dual vector variational inequality (3.5.5) and 
the following inclusion is satisfied 
{lQ,Xo)efixo) + f*ilo). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [88]. 
3.6. Generalized Vector Variational Inequality and Dual Vec-
tor Variational Inequality 
In 1993, Yang [88] considered a vector variational inequality for vector-valued 
mappings in Banach spaces, defined its dual form, and proved their equivalence im-
der some assumptions. In this section, we study the extension of above mentioned 
results of Yang [88] to the set-valued case which was considered and extended by 
Lee et al. [65]. 
Consider the following generalized vector variational inequality problem for 
set-valued mappings. Find XQ E K such that 
{s,x-XQ) + g{x) - g{xo) ^0, for any a; G K, s G T(xo), (3.6.1) 
where (s, x) is the evaluation of s at x and g : K —y F is a mapping. 
When T is single-valued, then the problem (3.6.1) collapses to the vector vari-
ational inequality problem (3.5.1). 
li g — 0, then problem (3.6.1) becomes the following vector variational in-
equality for set-valued mapping. Find XQ E K such that 
(s,x - XQ) it 0, for any s G T{XQ). (3.6.2) 
The problem (3.6.2) is the same as the the vector variational inequality in [67] 
which was considered in an //"-Banach space. However, (3.6.2) is a stronger 
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form than two kinds of vector variational inequalities for set-valued mappings 
in [19,20,66]. 
In this section, we study some existence results for the problems (3.6.1) and 
(3.5.1). Following the approach of Lee et at. [67], one can obtain the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.6.1. Let K be a closed convex subset of a Banach space X and Y 
a Banach space with a convex cone C such that intC ^ 0 and C ^ Y. Let g : 
K —> Y be a continuous mapping and T : K —> 2^^^'^^ a lower semicontinuous 
set-valued mapping such that 
(i) for each y G K,By :— {x ^ K : there exists s G T{y) such that {s,x — 
y) + g{x) — g{y) < 0} is convex; 
(ii) there exist a compact subset B of X and yo E: B Ci K such that for each 
y ^ K\B, there exists s G T{y) such that {s, yo — y) + 5(2/0) ~ g{y) < 0. 
Then the generalized vector variational inequality (3.6.2) is solvable. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [65]. 
Corollary 3.6.1. Let K be a closed convex subset of a Banach space X and Y 
a Banach space with a convex cone C such that intC 7^  0 and C ^ Y. Let g : 
K —> Y be a continuous C-convex mapping and T : K —> 2^^^'^^ a continuous 
set-valued mapping such that there exist a compact subset B of X and yo E BCiK 
such that 
{T{y),yo -y)+ g{yo) - g{y) < 0, for any yeK\B. 
Then the vector variational inequality (3.5.1) is solvable. 
Proof It suffices to prove that for each y e K, the set By := {x e K : {T{y), x -
y) + g{x) - g{y) < 0} is convex. Indeed, let xi,X2e By and A E [0,1]. Then, we 
have 
(T(y), xi - y) + g{xi) - g{y) e -intC 
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and 
{T{y),X2 -y)+ g{x2) - g{y) G -intC. 
Since, g is C-convex, we have 
{T{y), Axi + (1 - X)x2 -y) + g{\xi + (1 - A)x2) - g{y) 
e X[{T{y),x, -y)+ g{xi) - g{y)] + (1 - X)[{T{y), X2-y)+ gix^) - g{y)] - C 
C -intC - intC - C 
= —intC. 
Thus, (r(y), Xxi + (1 - A)a;2 -y)+ g{Xxi + (1 - X)x2) - g{y) < 0, and hence 
By is convex. 
Here, we study the dual vector variational inequality for (3.6.1). Let X be 
a Banach space and Y a Banach space with a closed convex cone C such that 
intC 7^  0 and C ^Y. The set-valued mapping T : X —> 2^'-^'^^ and the map-
ping g : X —> Y are given. 
A set-valued mapping T : X —> 2^^^'^^ is called injective if for any x,x' G X 
with x 7^  x', T{x) n T{x') — 0; we can give an example of injectiveness of T as 
follows. 
Example 3.6.1. Define a set-valued mapping T : E —>• 2"^  by for any x G 
X, T{x) = {e-^, - e " ^ } . Then T is injective. 
When T : X —> 2^^^'^^ is injective, we define a set-valued mapping T' : 
L{X,Y) —^ 2^ as follows: 
T'{1) = -T-\-l), yi e Domain(r') = -Range(T), 
where x G T~'^{y) if and only if y G T{x). 
We notice that if T : X —> 2^^^'^^ is injective, then T'^ is single-valued and 
hence T' is single-valued. 
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Our dual vector variational inequality of the problem (3.6.1) is given as follows. 
Find IQ e Domain(T') such that 
(/ - /o,r'(;o)) < g*{lo) - g*{l), for any / G L{X,Y), (3.6.3) 
where g*{l) =WMax{(/, x) - g{x) : a; G X} is the vector conjugate function of the 
mapping g and WMax A is the set of all weak vector maximums of a set A, i.e., 
Oo € WMax A if and only if for any a e A, ao it a. 
Notice that the problem (3.6.3) is the same form as the dual vector variational 
inequality (3.5.5) given by Yang [88]. If T is single-valued and F = R, then the 
problem (3.6.3) is the dual variational inequality in [74]. Now we see an equiva-
lence relation between (3.6.1) and (3.6.3). 
Theorem 3.6.2. Let X be a Banach space andV be a Banach space with a convex 
cone C such that intC ^ 0 and C ^ Y. Suppose that the cone C is connected, a 
set-valued mapping T : X —>• 2^ '^^ '^ ^ is injective and a mapping g : X —> Y is 
C-convex and continuous. Assume that for any I G L{X,Y),g*{l) ^ 0. Then XQ 
is a solution of (3.6.1) if and only if for any IQ G —T{XO), IQ is a solution of (3.6.3). 
Proof For proof we refer to [65]. 
When T is single-valued, Lee et al. [65] obtained the following dual result of 
Yang [88] from Theorem 3.6.2. 
CoroUjiry 3.6.2. Let X be a Banach space and Y be a Banach space xvith a convex 
cone C such that intC ^ 0 and C ^Y. Suppose that the cone C is connected, a 
vector-valued mapping T : X —> L{X, Y) is injective and a mapping g : X —> Y 
is C-convex and continuous. Assume that for any I G L{X, Y), g*{l) 7^  0. Then Xo 
is a solution of (3.5.1) if and only if for any -T(xo) is a solution of (3.6.3). 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM OF VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
4.1. Introduction 
In 1985, Pang [78] introduced a system of scalar variational inequalities (specif-
ically, an asymmetric variational inequality problems over product sets) which was 
used in several equilibrium problems such as traffic equihbrium problems, spatial 
equilibrium problems and equilibrium programming problems, etc. Pang [78] and 
consequently Cohen and Chaplais [25] studied the computation of this model, 
while existence results were established by Bianchi [12] and Ansari and Yao [2]. 
Further developments on this problem are discussed, for example, in Kassay and 
Kolumban [57], where system of variational inequalities were introduced and an 
existence theorem was obtained by using Kay Fan lemma, in Ansari and Yao [4] 
where existence result for system of generalized variational inequalities was estab-
lished and in Kassay et al. [58] where Minty and Stampacchia variational inequality 
systems were studied by using Kakutani-Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem. 
In section 4.2 of this chapter, we study the system of generalized vector vari-
ational inequahties introduced and studied by Hon et al. [50]. 
Section 4.3 concludes the system of vector variational-like inequalities in Ba-
nach space, introduced and studied by Zhao and Xia [96]. 
Finally, in the last section 4.4, we study the system of generalized vector 
quasi-variational-like inequalities introduced and studied by Lin [70]. 
4.2. System of Generalized Vector Variational Inequality 
In this section, we study systems of weak and strong vector variational in-
equalities followed by their existence results. 
Throughout this chapter, we denote by CoA, intA; the convex hull and the 
interior of a set A in a. topological vector space, respectively. Unless otherwise 
specified, assume that / is an given index set (finite or infinite). For each i G / , let 
Xi and Yi be two real Banach spaces and Ki a nonempty convex compact subset 
of Xi and d a closed, convex and pointed cone in Yi with intCi ^ 0. 
Here, we write 
X^l[Xi, Y^l[Yi and E = l[Ei. 
iei iei iei 
where Ei is a Hausdorff topological vector space. 
An element of the set X^ := YI -^j will be denoted by x^. Thus, we can 
ieA{i} 
write X = {x\Xi) e X^ x Xi = X for all x e X. Let {fi}iei be a family of 
trifunctions defined on X x Xi x Yi with values in Ei. Let Q : Xi —> 2^' and 
Ti : X —> 2^' be set-valued mappings. 
We consider the following two system models: 
(1) The system of weak generalized vector variational inequality problem ( in 
short, SWGVVI) is to find x e X and yi e Ti{xi) for each i G / , such that 
Mx,Zi,yi)i-intCi{Xi), ^Zi^Xi. (4.2.1) 
(2) The system of strong generalized vector variational inequality problem (in 
short, SSGVVI) is to find x G X and t/j G Ti[xi) for each i G / , such that 
fi{x,Zi,yi)^Ci{xi), VziEXi. (4.2.2) 
Lemma 4.2.1 [3]. Let X be a topological space and Y be a convex subset 
of a topological vector space. Let G : X —> 2^ be a set-valued mapping with 
open lower sections. Then the set-valued mapping M : X —> 2^, defined by 
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M{x) := Co{G{x)) for all x G X, has open lower sections. 
Lemma 4.2.2 [60] Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and Y he a topologi-
cal vector space and let f : X —> 2^ be a set-valued mapping with convex values. 
Suppose further that f has open lower sections. Then f has a continuous selection. 
Lemma 4.2.3 (Kakutani-Fan's Fixed Point Theorem) [1]. Let X be a 
nonempty compact convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector 
space E. Suppose that F : X —> 2^ is a upper semicontinuous set-valued mapping 
with nonempty closed convex values. Then F has a fixed point in X. 
Definition 4.2.1. Let Ci : Xi —>• 2^ < and g : X x Xi —)• Ei be given. Then 
g{x, Zi) is said to be weak (respectively, strong) partial diagonally quasi-convex in 
Zi with respect to d if for any A = (xij,Xjj, • • • ^^in) i'^  ^i ^"^^ fo'^  ^'^Y ^ = 
(xS Xi) G X with Xi e CoA, there exists a j G {1,2, • • • , n} such that 
g{x,Xi.) ^ -intCi{xi), {respectively, g{x,Xi.) e Ci{xi)). 
Remark 4.2.1. When / = {l},Xi = X,Ci{x) = M+ for each x e X, and 
g : X X X —>• E is a single-valued function, then the above two kings of partial 
diagonally quasi-convexity all reduce to 0-diagonally quasi-convexity for scalar 
functions in Zhou and Chen [97]. 
Remark 4.2.2. Strong partial diagonally quasi-convexity with respect to Cj im-
plies weak partial diagonally quasi-convexity with respect to Ci if for all Xj e 
Xi, Ci{xi) is a pointed cone with intCi ^ 0. 
Theorem 4.2.1. For each i E I, let Xi and Yi be nonempty compact convex 
metrizable subsets of two locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space. Let 
fi : X X Xi X Yi —> Ei be a trifunction, Ci : Xi —> 2^' be a set-valued mapping 
with intCi{xi) ^ 0 for all Xi E Xi, and Ti : X —> 2 -^ be a upper semi-continuous 
mapping with nonempty closed convex values. Assume that the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
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(1) For each i € I and for each yi G Yi, the function fi{x, Zi,yi) is weak partial 
diagonally quasi-convex in Zi with respect to Q . 
(2) For each i £ I and Zi^ Xi, the set 
{{x,yi) G X X Fi : fi{x,Zi,yi) G -intCi{xi)} 
is open. 
Then, there exist x G X and Ti{x) for each i e I, such that 
fi{x, Zi, yi) ^ -intCiixi), Wzi G Xi. 
Proof Define, for each ^ 6 / , a set-valued mapping Pi : X xYi —> 2^', by 
Piix,yi) := {zi e Xi : fi{x, Zi,yi) G -intCi{xi)}, V(a;,yi) E X x Yi. 
By condition (2), Pi has lower open sections and so does the set-valued mapping 
ipi-.XxYi —> 2^' with 
^i{x,Vi) ••= CoPi{x,yi), W{x,yi) eX X Yi, 
Let 
W^ := {{x, yi)eX xYi-. (pi{x, yi) ^ 0}. 
The fact that (/?, has open lower sections implies Wi is open. Moreover, since X 
and Yi are metrizable spaces, Wi is paracompact. The restriction of (pi to Wi has 
nonempty convex values and open lower sections. It follows from Lemma 4.2.2 
and Remark 4.2.1 that there exist a continuous selection Si : Wi —> Xi such that 
Si{x,yi) G ipi{x,yi) for all {x,yi) eX xYi. 
Define ^ : X x r^ —> 2^* by 
._fsi{x,yi), \/{x,yi)eWi, 
'^'''^'^ [Xi, y{x,yi)^Wi. 
It is easy to show that T, has closed graph in X x Yi x Xi, and therefore upper 
semi-continuous as Xi is compact. Let T : X x r —>• 2^^^ be defined by 
r{x,y) := [llr,ix,yi),llTi{x)), V{x,y)eXxY 
iei iel 
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Then T is upper semi-continuous. Since for each {x,y) e X x Y,T{x,y) is non-
empty, convex and closed, thus by Kakutani-Fan's fixed point theorem 4.2.3, there 
exists {x,y) e X xY such that {x,y) G T{x,y), i.e., for each i e I,x, e ^i{x,y^) 
and yi G Ti{x). 
Note that for each z e / , if {x, yi) G Wi, then 
Xi = Si{x,yi) G <fi{x,yi) = Co{Pi{x,yi)). 
Thus there exists a finite subset 
such that 
and 
fi{x,Xi.,--- ,yi) G -intCiixi), Vj = 1,2, ...,n. 
This is a contradiction to (1). Hence, (x, yi) ^ Wj and so for all z G / , ifi{x, y^) — 0. 
Therefore, Co{Pi{x,yi)) = 0 which emplies Pi{x,yi) = 0. Consequently, we have 
X e X and yj G Tj(x) for each i G / , such that 
fi{x,Zi,yi) ^ -intCi{xi), \fzi G Xi. 
Therefore, we conclude that the problem (4.2.1) has a solution.. 
Remark 4.2.3. Note that if for each i G / , the function /j is continuous and the 
set-valued mapping W, : Xi —> 2^\ defined by Wi{xi) = Y^\ {-intCi{xi)}, is 
upper semi-continuous, then the set {{x,yi) G X x Yj : fi{x,Zi,yi) G -^ntCi{x^)} 
is open for all Zi G Xi (see Zhou and Chen [97]). 
Remark 4.2.4. The following example shows that without the partial quasi-
convexity property of the function fi{x,Zi,yi) the corresponding (4.2.1) problem 
may not admit a solution. 
Example 4.2.1. Let the index set / = [1,2]. For each i G / , let Yi = {y} be a 
single point in E and Ei = Xi = R so that X = R^ purther for each z G / and 
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for all Xie Xi, let Ci{xi) = [0, oo) and Ti{x) = {y} for all x e X. The functions 
fi-. X X XiXYi —> Ei, defined by 
2 
fiix,Zi,y) = -(^ ^ Xj-y^ +{xi-Zi)-l, i = 1,2 
satisfy all the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.1 except for the partial diagonal quasi-
convexity property. 
Corollary 4.2.1. For each i £ I, let Xi and Yi be nonempty compact convex 
metrizable subsets of two locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and Ei 
be a Hausdorff topological vector space. Let fi : X xXiXYi —>• Ei be a trifunction 
and Ci : Xi —> 2^' be a set-valued mapping with intCi(xi) ^ 0 for all Xi G Xi, 
and let Ti : X —> 2^' be a upper semi-continuous mapping with nonempty closed 
convex values. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For each i G I, for all x E X and yi G Yi, the set {zi G Xi : fi{x, Zi,yi) e. 
—intCi{xi)} is convex. 
(2) For each i £ I and for all Zi G Xi, the set {{x,yi) e X xYi : fi{x,Zi,yi) G 
—intCi{xi)} is open. 
(3) For all x = {x\ Xi) G X and yi G Yi, f{x, Xi, yi) ^ —intC{xi). 
Then, there exists x G X and yi G Ti{x) for each i E I, such that 
fi{x, Zi, yi) ^ -intCi{xi), Mzi G Xi. 
Proof. Fix each i G / and yi eYi. We only need to show that fi{x, Zi,yi) is weak 
partial diagonally quasi-convex in Zi with respect to Q. Suppose not, then there 
exist A = {xi,,Xi^,--- ,XiJ cXi3,ndx = {x\Xi) G X with Xi G CoA such that 
fi{x, Xi-, yi) G -intCiixi) Vj = 1,2, • • • , n. 
Therefore 
Xi. G {zi G Xi : fi{x, Zi, yi) G -intdiXi)} := Ui, Vj = 1, 2, • • • , n. 
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By condition (1), the set Ui is convex, and so Xi G Ui,i.e., 
f{x,Xi,yi) e -intCiixi), 
which is a contradiction to (3). This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2.5. Condition (3) of Corollary 4.2.1 is satisfied, for example, if for all 
X = {x\ Xi) G X and yi G Yi, f{x, Xi, yi) = 0. 
Theorem 4.2.2. For each i E I, let Xi and Yi be nonempty metrizahle subsets 
of two locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and Ei be a Hausdorff 
topological vector space. Let fi'.XxXiXYi —> Ei be a trifunction , Ci : X^ —> 
2"^ ' be a set-valued mapping with intCi{xi) ^ 0 for all Xi E Xi, and Ti : X —> 2^ * 
be a upper semi-continuous mapping with nonempty closed convex values. Assume 
that that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For each i E I and for all yi G Yi,fi{x,Zi,yi) is weak partial diagonally 
quasi-convex in Zi, with respect to Ci. 
(2) For each i E I and for all Zi E Xi, the set 
{{3c,yi) eX xYi-. fi{x,Zi,yi) G -intCi{xi)} 
is open. 
(3) For each i E. I, there exist a nonempty compact convex subset Ki of X^ and 
Zi G Ki such that for each x e X\K := X \{Yl Ki), 
iei 
f{x,Zi,yi) G -intCi{xi),yyi G Ti{x). 
Then, there exist x E K, and yi G Ti{x) for each i G / , such that 
fi{x, Zi, yi) ^ -intCi{xi), Vzi G Xi. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [50]. 
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Now, we state existence results of solutions for the system of strong general-
ized vector variational inequalities. 
Theorem 4.2.3. For each i € / , let Xi and Yi be nonempty metrizable subsets 
of two locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and Ei be a Hausdorff 
topological vector space. Let fi: X x XiXYi —>• Ei be a trifunction , Q : Xi —> 
2^* be a set-valued mapping with Ci{xi) ^ 0 for all Xi e Xi, and % : X —)• 2^' 
be a upper semi-continuous mapping with nonempty closed convex values. Assume 
that that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For each i G I and for all yi G Yi,fi{x,Zi,yi) is strong partial diagonally 
quasi-convex in Zi, with respect to d. 
(2) For each i G / and for all Zi e Xi, the set 
{ix,yi) eX xYi-. fi{x,Zi,yi) ^ Ci{xi)} 
is open. 
Then, there exist x ^ X, and yi G Ti{x) for each i G I, such that 
fi{x, Zi, yi) G Ci{Xi), \lzi G Xi. 
Theorem A^.IA. For each i E I, let Xi and Yi be nonempty metrizable subsets 
of two locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and Ei be a Hausdorff 
topological vector space. Let fi'.XxXiXYi —> Ei be a trifunction , Ci : Xi —> 
2^* be a set-valued mapping with Ci{xi) ^ 0 for all Xi G Xi, and Ti : X —> 2^ * 
be a upper semi-continuous mapping with nonempty closed convex values. Assume 
that that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For each i G / and for all yi G Yi, fi{x,Zi,yi) is weak partial diagonally 
quasi-convex in Zi, with respect to Ci. 
(2) For each i G I and for all ZiG Xi, the set 
{{x,yi) GXxYi-. fi{x,Zi,yi) ^ Ci{xi)} 
is open. 
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(3) For each i e / , there exist a nonempty compact convex subset Ki of Xi and 
Zi e Ki such that, for each x e X\K := X\{Y[ K^), 
f{x,Zi,yi) i Ci{xi),\/yi e Ti{x). 
Then, there exist x e K, and yi e Ti{x) for each i e I, such that 
fi{x, Zi,yi) e Ci{xi), yzi e Xi. 
4.3. System of Generalized Vector Variational-like Inequality 
Most of the work of this section is devoted to the work of Zhao and Xia [96]. 
They introduced and studied a system of vector variational-hke inequahties in 
Banach spaces and mentioned some existence results for vector variational-hke in-
equalities in Banach spaces. 
Consider the following vector variational-like inequalities: 
Find X e K such that 
(T(x),r/(2/,x))>cO, VyeK, (4.3.1) 
and 
Find X e K such that 
{T{y),rj{x,y))<cO, "iy^K, (4.3.2) 
where T : K —> L{X, Y) and T] : K x K —> X be two mappings. 
Throughout this section, let X and E be two real reflexive Banach spaces, Y 
and F two real Banach spaces, A C X and B C E he two nonempty, bounded, 
closed and convex sets,C C Y and P C F two pointed, closed and convex cone 
with intC ^ 0 and intP ^ Hi. Let T : A x B —> L{X,Y),S : A x B —> 
L{E, F),T]i:AxA —> X andr]2 : B x B —^ £; be four mappings. Consider the 
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following problems: 
Find {a*,b*) e Ax B such that 
{T{a\b*),vi{a,a*))>c0, Va e A 
{S{a\b*),V2{b,b*))>pO, ybeB, (4.3.3) 
and find {a*,b*) G A x B such that 
(4.3.4) 
Following lemmas and theorems are important for the existence results. 
{T{a,b*),r)i{a*,a))<cO, \fa e A, 
{S{a*,b),j]2ib*,b))<p0, WbeB. 
Lemma 4.3.1. LetT : K —>• L(X, Y) and T) : K x K —> X be two mappings. 
Suppose that T is r]-pseudomonotone and properly rj-quasimonotone of Stampac-
chia type. Then T is properly rj-quasomonotone of Minty type. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let T : K —> L{X, Y) and r] : K x K —> X be two mappings 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) T is Tj-pseudomonotone. 
(ii) for any fixed v E X, the mapping u !->• {T{u), ri{v, u)) is hemicontinuous. 
(iii) for any fixed f e X,M i-^  i]{u,v) is affine, i.e., for all Ui,U2 G K,t\.,t2 G E 
with tiUi+t2U2 G K, such that r]{tiUi +^2^2,v) = tir]{ui,v) +t2Tj{u2, v), and 
for all u G A', rj{u, u) = 0. 
Then for a given point XQ E K, the following conclusions are equivalent 
(1) (T(xo),r7(x,xo))>cO, ^x E K; 
(2) (T(x), 77(2:0, x ) ) < c O , ^XEK. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces and K C X a 
nonempty, compact and convex set. Let T : K —> L{X, Y) and 7] : K x K —> X 
be two mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
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(1) for any fixed v E K, the mapping u i-^  {T{u),r]{v,u)) is continuous. 
(2) T is properly rj-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type; 
(3) for all u£ K, T]{U, U) — 0. 
Then there exists x e K such that {T{x),T]{y,x)) >c 0, Vy G K. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let K be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
real reflexive Banach space X, and Y a real Banach space. Let T : K —> L{X, Y) 
and T): K X K —>• X be two mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) T is properly rj-quasimonotone of Minty type; 
(2) for all u e K, T]{U, U) = 0. 
Then there coasts x E K such that 
{T{y),7]{x,y))<c0, ^y e K. 
By Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.2, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let K be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
real reflexive Bajiach space X, and Y a real Banach space. Let T : K —>• L{X, Y) 
and T]: K X K —> X be two mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) T is r]-pseudomonotone; 
(2) for any fixed v e X, the mapping u i-> {T{u), T]{V, U)) is hemicontinuous; 
(3) for any fixed v E X,ui-^ (w, v) is affine, and for all u G A', //(u, u) = 0; 
(4) T is properly rj-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type. 
Then problems (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) have the same nonempty solution set. 
Theorem 4.3.4. Let T : A x B -^ L{X,Y),S : A x B —> L{E,F),ni : 
A X A —>• X and 7]2 : B x B —> E be four mappings satisfying the following 
conditions: 
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(1) for all {u,v) € A X B,7]i{u,u) = r]^v,v) = 0; 
(2) for any given {a,b) e Ax B,T{.,b) is properly T]I-quasimonotone of Minty 
type and S{a,.) is properly T]2-quasimonotone of Minty type; 
(3) for any given {a,b) e Ax B, {T{a, .),T)i{.,a)) is continuous from the weak 
topology ofExX to the norm topology ofY and {S{., b), T]2{.,b)) is continuous 
from the weak topology of X x E to the norm topology of F. 
Then the problem (4.3.4) is solvable. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [96]. • 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let T : A x B ^ L{X,Y),S : A x B ^ L{E,F),TII : 
A X A —> X and 7]2 : B x B —> E be four mappings satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) for any given {a,b) e Ax B, the mapping u i-> {T{u,b),r]{a,u)) and v i-> 
{S{a,v),r]2{b,v) are hemicontinuous; 
(2) for any given (a, 6) ^ Ax B,T{.,b) is rji-pseudomonotone and S{a,.) is 
r/2 -pseudomonotone; 
(3) for any given (a, 6) ^ A x B, the mappings u (-)• 7ji{u,a) and v i-^  7]2{v,b) 
are affine and T]I{U, U) = T][V, V) = 0; for all (u, v) £ A x B; 
(4) for any given (a, 6) G A x B,T{.,b) is properly rji-quasimonotone of Stam-
pacchia type and S{a,.) is properly rj2-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type; 
(5) for any given {a,b) e A x B, (T(a, .),r/i(.,a)) is continuous from the weak 
topology ofExX to the norm topology ofY and {S{., b), r/2(., b)) is continuous 
from the weak topology of X x E to the norm topology of F. 
Then, the problem (4.3.3) is solvable. 
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Proof. By conditions (2),(4),and Lemma 4.3.1, condition (2) of Theorem 4.3.4 
holds. It follows from Theorem 4.3.4 that there exists {a*.b*) e Ax B such that 
'(r(a,6*),r]i(a*,a))<cO, Va G A, 
{S{a*,b)Mb\b))<pO, yb^B. 
Conditions (1) and (3) imply that T{.,b*) and S{a*,.) satisfy the assumptions of 
Lemma 4.3.2. It follows from Lemma 4.3.2 that 
•(r(a*,6*),r/i(a,a*))>cO, Va e A 
{S{a*,b*),T]2{b,b*))>pO, ybeB. 
Thus, the problem (4.3.3) has a solution. 
Remark 4.3.1. If i]i{x, y) = x - g(y) for all x,y e A and 7/2 (w, v) = u- h{v) for 
all u,v e B, where g : A —> H,h : B —> E are two mappings, then all condi-
tions of Theorem 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 in Fang and Huang [40] are satisfied under the 
conditions (l)-(3) of Theorem 4.3.4 and the conditions (l)-(5) of Theorem 4.3.5 in 
this section, respectively. So Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 in this section extend the 
corresponding results of Fang and Huang [40]. 
If T]i{x,y) = X — y iov all x,y e A and T]2{U,V) — U — V for all u,v E B, then 
Theorems 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 reduce to the following results: 
Corollary 4.3.1. Let T : A x B ^ L{X,Y),S : Ax B —> L{E,F), be two 
mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for any given (a, b) ^ Ax B, T{., b) and S{a,.) are properly quasimonotone 
of Minty type; 
(2) for any given (a, 6) e Ax B, and {u,v) E X x E, {T{a, .),u) is continuous 
from the weak topology of E to the norm topology of Y and {S{.,b),v) is 
continuous from the weak topology of X to the norm topology of F. 
Then there exists {a*,b*) E Ax B such that 
{T{a,b*),a-a*)<cQ, ^a e A, 
{Sia*,b),b-b*)<pO, ^beB. 
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Corollary 4.3.2. Let T : A x B —^ L{X,Y),S : A x B —^ L{E,F), be two 
mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for any given {a,b) e Ax B, the mappings u ^ {T{u,b),a- u) and S y^ 
{S{a, v),b — v) are hemicontinuous; 
(2) for any given {a, b) e Ax B, T{., b) and S{a,.) are pseudomonotone; 
(3) for any given {a,b) & Ax B,T{.,b) and S{a,.) are properly quasimonotone 
of Stampacchia type; 
(4) for any given (a, h) ^ Ax B, and (u, v) e X x E, {T{a, .),u) is continuous 
from the weak topology of E to the norm topology of Y and {S{.,b),v) is 
continuous from the weak topology of X to the norm topology of F. 
Then there exists {a*,b*) S Ax B such that 
'{T{a*,b*),a-a*)>cO, Va G A 
{S{a*,b*),b-b*)>pO, ybeB. 
4.4. System of Generalized Vector Quasi-Variational-Like Inequality 
In this section, we study the system of generahzed vector quasi-variational-Uke 
inequahties introduced and studied by Lin [70]. 
Denote that K = Y[Ki and Di a nonempty convex subset of continuous 
iei 
function space L{Xi,Yi) from Xi to Yi. For each i e I, let d : K -^ 2^- and 
Ti : K —> 2^' be two set-valued mappings and T/J : Ki X Ki —> X^ a bifunction. 
The system of generahzed vector quasi-variational-like inequahties is to find x E K 
such that for each i e I,Xi e Gi{x) and for aU yi e Gi{x), there exists Ui e Ti{x) 
such that 
{ui,T]i{yi,Xi)) i -intCi{x). (4.4.1) 
The problem (4.4.1) is denoted by usually {Gi,Ti,r]i}iei. If for each i G 
I,Gi{x) = Ki, for all x e K, then (4.4.1) reduces to the system of generahzed 
vector variational-like inequality and it has been studied in [5], and if / is singleton 
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set, then (4.4.1) reduces to the generalized vector quasi-variational-like inequality 
and it has been studied in [32,86]. 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let K he a nonejnpty pmucompact subset of a Hausdorff topo-
logical space X and Z be nonempty subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space 
Y. Suppose that S,T : K —> 2^ are two set-valued mappings with the following 
conditions: 
(i) for each x e K,Co{S{x)) C T{x); 
(ii) for each y ^ Z, S~'^{y) = {x e K : S{x)} is open; 
ThenT has a continuous selection, i.e., there is a continuous mapping f : K —> Z 
such that f{x) 6 T(x) for each x E K. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let X and Y be two real Hausdorff topological vector space and 
L{X, Y) be the topological vector space under a-topology. Then the bilinear map-
ping (•, •) : L{X, Y) X X —> Y is continuous on L{X, Y) x X. 
Lemma 4.4.3. Let W and Z be two Banach spaces. The set-valued map-
ping G : W —> 2^ is continuous on W with convex compact values. If for each 
X eW, intG{x) ^ 0, then for each y° € Z, the set {x EW -.y^ E intG{x)} is open. 
Lemma AAA. Let P, W and Z be three real Hausdorff topological vector spaces 
and C a closed, convex and pointed cone in Z with intC ^ 0, and Q a nonempty 
convex subset of continuous function space L{P x W, Z) from P xW to Z, where 
L{PXW, Z) is equipped withcr-topology. Let G : P x W H-> 2^ andT : PxW \-^2^ 
be two set-valued mappings and let ip : P x P >-^ P be a bifunction. Assume that 
{x,w) e P xW,y e G{x,w) and 
(1) G(-, •) is lower semicontinuous on P x W; 
(2) T(-, •) is upper semicontinuous on P x W with compact values; 
(3) </'(•)•) is continuous on P x P; 
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(4) for each u G T{x,w), {u,ip{y,x)) G -intC. 
Then there exists an open neighborhood 0{x, w) of{x, w) such that, 3y' e G{x', w'), 
{{u,(f{y',x')) : u e T(x',w')} C -intC whenever {x',w') e 0{x,w). 
Theorem 4,4.1. Consider a {Gi,Ti,T]i}iei. For each i G / , assume that: 
(1) Gi is continuous on K with convex compact values and for each x E K, 
intGi{x) ^ 0; 
(2) Tj is upper semicontinuous on K with convex compact values; 
(3) ?;(•, •) is continuous on Ki x Ki; 
(4) for each Xi G Ki,r]i{-,Xi) is affine; 
(5) for each x e K, if Xi E intGi(x), then T}i{xi, Xi) = 0, whenever 0 denotes the 
zero element. 
Then, the problem (4.4.1) is solvable. 
Proof. For each i G / , define a set-valued mapping Si : K —> 2^' U {0} by 
Si{x) = {yi G Ki : {ui,r]i{yi,Xi)) G -intC{x), Mui G Ti{x)]. 
Step I. We prove that Wi^{xeK : Gi{x) n Si{x) ^ 0} is open. 
For any sequence Xn e Ji = {x e K : Gi{x) n Si{x) = 0} with x" -> x°, we have 
Vz/i G Giix^, 3 < G Ti{x^) : {K,Vi{yuX^)) ^ -intC{x). 
If x° ^ Ji, then there is y° G Gi(a;°) such that, 
yui G ri(x°), {Ui,7]i{ylx''i)) G - m t a ( a ; ) . 
By Lemma 4.4.4, there exists an open neighborhood 0{x°) of x° such that, there 
exists y' G Gi{x'),{{u„7M,x'^) : w^  G T^Ca:')} C -intCi{x) whenever x' G 0{x°). 
Thus, there is a positive integer A'' such that there exists y" G Gi(x"), for each 
< G Ti(a;"), {u^, Viiv?, xf)) G -mtCi(2;) whenever n > N, a contradiction. This 
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proves that Ji is closed, i.e., Wi is open. 
Without loss of generality, assume that Wi^^. 
Step II. Define a set-valued mapping Fi : K —> 2^'U {0} by 
Fi{x) =intGi{x)nSi{x). 
Next, we prove that Fi\wi has a continuous selection, i.e., there is a continuous 
mapping fi'.Wi —> 2^' such that f{x) € Fi{x), Vx £ Wj. 
For each x e X and each t/j e Si{x), we have 
{ui,-r]i{xi,yi)) e -intCi{x),yUi G Ti{x). 
By Lemma 4.4.2 and condition(3), there exist open neighborhood U{ui) of ut and 
UuiVi) of yi such that {u[,i)i{y[,Xi)) e -intCi{x) whenever w- G U{ui),y[ G f/u(y,). 
Since [J C/(wi) D ^{(x), there is a finite subset {u\,uf,--- , wf^ } of Ti{x) such 
M M 
that U i7('U )^ D Ti(x). Taking U{ui) = f] Uyk{yi). Clearly U{yi) is an open 
fc=i fc=i 
neighborhood of yi, and for each Uj G Tj(x), (iij,i7i(y-,Xi)) G —intCi{x) whenever 
yl G f/(yt), which implies that U{yi) C 5,(0;), i.e., Si{x) is open. Thus for each 
X G Vl^ i,Fj(a;) = intGi{x) f] Si{x) is nonempty. By conditions (1) and (4), it is 
easy to verify that Fi{x) is convex. 
For each yf G Si{x), we have {ui,Tji{yf,Xi)) G -intCi{x), \/ui G Ti(z). By 
Lemma 4.4.4, there exists an open neighborhood 0(x) of x such that {ui,7]^{y^,x[)) : 
Ui G r(a;')} C -intCi{x) whenever x' G 0(x), which implies that 0{x) C 
Sr\y^) = {x e K : y^ e Si{x)}, i.e., ^^^(yO) is open. By Lemma 4.4.3, 
F-\yf) = {xeK: yf G intGi{x)f]Si{x)} is open. 
By Lemma 4.4.1, Fi\wi has a continuous selection fi : K —)• 2^\ 
Step III. For each i G / , define a set-valued mapping H : K —)• 2^ by 
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H = Y{Hi, where 
It is easy to verify that Hi is upper semicontinuous with nonempty convex 
compact values. By Theorem 7.1.15 in [60],the set-valued mapping H is closed with 
nonempty convex values. By Kakutani-Fan-Glickberg's fixed point theorem 4.2.3, 
H has a fixed point x € H{x). Condition (5) implies that x, ^ intGi{x) n 5'i(x), 
i.e.,Xj ^ fi{x)- Hence,for each i ^ I,Xi e Gi{x) and 
Vj/i G Gi{x), 3ui G Ti{x) : {ui,T]i{yi,Xi)) ^ -intCi{x). 
Therefore, the problem (4.4.1) has a solution. 
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